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Chapter 1

Summary and Introduction

SUMMARY

Waste  reduction is an economically sensible
response to what many people see as a hazard-
ous waste crisis. Several thousand pounds of
hazardous waste are generated annually for
every person in the Nation. Many thousands
of people have lost their drinking water because
of contamination by toxic waste. Across the
country there are thousands of sites contami-
nated by hazardous waste that require billions
of dollars for cleanup. An increasing number
of lawsuits are being brought by people who
claim to have suffered adverse health effects
from living near toxic waste sites. Also the num-
ber of lawsuits being instituted by the govern-
ment is mounting rapidly. These suits claim that
certain waste generators have not complied
with regulations and that generators who have
used waste management facilities now on the
Superfund list must pay for cleanups.

Waste reduction is critical to the prevention
of future hazardous waste problems. By reduc-
ing the generation of waste, industry can use
materials more efficiently and achieve more
certain protection for health and the environ-

ment. At the same time, industry can lower
waste management and regulatory compliance
costs, liabilities, and risks.

Although there are many environmental and
economic benefits to waste reduction, over 99
percent of Federal and State environmental
spending is devoted to controlling pollution af-
ter waste is generated. Less than 1 percent is
spent to reduce the generation of waste. The
current level of national spending for pollution
control is about $7o billion. Two-thirds of this
is spent by industry. Since many hazardous sub-
stances are not yet regulated, annual expendi-
tures will, in all likelihood, continue to increase.

OTA finds that reducing waste to prevent pol-
lution from being generated at its source is now
a practical way to complement this costly pol-
lution control regulatory system, Because of
sporadic and uneven enforcement, the current
regulatory system weakens the incentive to re-
duce waste. Waste reduction, no matter how
far it is taken, cannot eliminate all wastes, but
it can help to lower costs for environmental pro-
tection as regulations continue to expand.

Definitions Used in This Report

Waste Reduction: Hazardous Waste:
In-plant practices that reduce, avoid, or All nonproduct  hazardous outputs from an

eliminate the generation of hazardous waste industrial operation into all environmental
so as to reduce risks to health and environ- media, even though they may be within per-
ment. Actions taken away from the waste mitted or licensed limits. This is much broad-
generating activity, including waste recycling er than the legal definition of hazardous solid
or treatment of wastes after they are generat- waste in the Resource Conservation and Re-
ed, are not considered waste reduction. Also, covery Act, its amendments, and subsequent
an action that merely concentrates the hazard- regulations. Hazardous refers to harm to hu-
ous content of a waste to reduce waste volume man heaIth or the environment and is broader
or dilutes it to reduce degree of hazard is not than the term “toxic, ” For example, wastes
considered waste reduction, This definition that are hazardous because of their corrosiv-
es meant to be consistent with the goal of pre- ity, flammability, explosiveness, or infectious-
venting the generation of waste at its source ness are not normally considered toxic.
rather than controlling, treating, or managing
waste after its generation.

3
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Current pollution control methods often do
little more than move waste around. For exam-
ple: air and water pollution control devices typi-
cally generate solid, hazardous waste that goes
to landfills and too often leaches from there into
groundwater. Many hazardous wastes, such as
most toxic air emissions, are not yet regulated,
and regulatory standards for permissible emis-
sions legally sanction the generation of some
wastes. Thus, OTA  finds that establishing a
comprehensive, multimedia approach to reduc-
ing wastes going into the air, land, and water
is essential.

OTA  finds that there is no common defini-
tion of waste reduction; there are few or no data
on the extent of industrial waste reduction;
waste reduction is usually measured incor-
rectly; and the information that the government
collects on waste generation is not useful for
waste reduction, If waste reduction is defined
to include waste treatment, companies will nat-
urally pay more attention to treatment, which
is a familiar activity, than to the reduction of
waste, Problems of definition and lack of in-
formation should be addressed and ongoing
waste reduction efforts should be documented
by government, even if decisions to reduce waste
remain at the discretion of individual companies.

Despite some claims to the contrary, indus-
try has not taken advantage of all effective waste
reduction opportunities that are available. Re-
ducing waste involves more than buying a black
box, reading the directions, and plugging it in.
Even a simple step toward waste reduction can
seem difficult to a company with few techni-
cal resources and no obvious place to go for
guidance. Reducing waste in an industrial proc-
ess requires intimate knowledge of all aspects
of that specific production process, in contrast
to waste treatment, which is essentially an add-
on to the end of the process. There are also clear
pressures to reduce waste tomorrow, rather
than today. The attention and resources given
to required pollution control activities limit the
amount of thought, time, and money that indus-
try can devote to waste reduction. Some U.S.
companies, however, have verified the fact that
waste reduction pays for itself relatively quickly,
especially when compared to the time needed

to comply with regulations, obtain regulatory
permits, or site waste management facilities,
Some companies are even beginning to sell new
products and services that help others to re-
duce waste.

Waste reduction succeeds when it is part of
the everyday consciousness of all workers and
managers involved with production—where the
waste reduction opportunities are—rather than
when it is a job only of those responsible for
complying with environmental regulations. A
few people with end-of-pipe, pollution control
jobs are not in a position to reduce waste by
themselves; such efforts must involve upstream
workers and facilities.

There are five approaches that industry can
take to reduce hazardous waste: 1) change the
raw materials of production, 2) change produc-
tion technology and equipment, 3) improve pro-
duction operations and procedures, 4) recycle
waste within the plant, and 5) redesign or refor-
mulate end-products, Among the opportunities
that exist for common processes and wastes are:
1) using mechanical techniques rather than
toxic organic solvents to clean metal surfaces,
2) using water-based raw materials instead of
materials based on organic solvents, and 3)
changing plant practices to generate less haz-
ardous wastewater.

So far government has not required waste re-
duction. OTA  finds that it would be extraor-
dinarily difficult for government to set and en-
force waste reduction standards for a myriad
of industrial processes. The impact on indus-
try, particularly on troubled manufacturing sec-
tors, could be substantial. Alternatively, the
United States could move to an economically
sensible environmental protection strategy based
on both poZZution controZ  (waste management)
and pollution prevention (waste reduction) with
the Federal Government providing leadership
and assistance in the following ways.

First, through policy development, education,
and oversight, Congress could help industry and
the Nation profit from seeing waste reduction
not as some unique technology, but as a field
ready for innovative engineering and manage-
ment. These opportunities are embedded in
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every part of the industrial production system.
There is no way to predetermine the amount
of waste reduction that is possible; its techni-
cal and economic feasibility depend on the
characteristics, circumstances, and goals of
specific waste generators. Success in reducing
waste depends on the ability of organizations
to modernize, innovate, and cut costs, thereby
increasing profits and reducing long-term lia-
bilities. Thus waste reduction could be used as
a measure of performance as energy efficienc y
and productivity often are.

Second, there are a number of possible legis-
lative actions that could clarify the definition
of waste reduction, spur better collection of in-
formation on waste reduction, and encourage
waste generators to devote more attention to the
subject. If the Federal public policy goal is rapid
and comprehensive hazardous waste reduction,
then a strategy based on government leader-

ship and assistance rather than on prescripti~’e
requirements is likely to be the most effective,
For example, Congress could: 1) create an Of-
fice of lh’aste Reduction with an Assistant Ad-
ministrator within EPA, 2) create a grants pro-
gram to develop generic or wide] y t ransferable
technical support for waste reduction, 3) through
new comprehensive waste reduction Ie,gisIation
require detailed reporting by industry on past
waste reduction actions and pIans for future
efforts, 4) reward and facilitate waste reduc-
tion by offering industry concessions from ex-
isting pollution control regulatory requirements,
or 5) create and use independent State Waste
Reduction Boards to implement programs. Set-
ting a national waste reduction goal of perhaps
10 percent annually could help convert the long
stated importance of waste reduction into a true
priority and reduce annual en~rironmental  spend-
ing substantially, ultimately by billions of dollars.

BACKGROUND

Currently, American environmental protec-
tion efforts emphasize control and cleanup of
pollution by hazardous substances after they
are generated and no longer serve a produc-
tive function. Virtually all industries, whether
high technology, smokestack, or small shops,
generate hazardous waste. The cost of control-
ling that waste totals many billions of dollars
annually. Usually, hazardous industrial wastes
are not destroyed by pollution control meth-
ods, Rather, they are put into the land, water,
or air where they disperse and migrate. The
result is that pollution control for one environ-
mental medium can mean that waste is trans-
ferred to another medium.

As the costs of administering environmental
programs and the costs of compliance mount,
the economic and environmental benefits of re-
ducing the generation of hazardous waste at
its source have become more compelling, But
it is exactly these regulatory requirements and
the costs of complying with them that both en-
courage some waste reduction and make it dif-
ficult for industry to give waste reduction the
priority and resources it deserves for near-term

wide-scale implementation. Although current
costs for pollution control serve as an indirect
incentive for waste reduction, it is not certain
that: I) an incentive exists for all firms, or for
the most appropriate people or departments
within a company; 2) all or most waste genera-
tors have the technical and economic resources
to respond to that incentive; s) the incentive is

——

Waste Reduction and National Policy

“The Congress hereby declares it to be the
national policy of the United States that, ~rher-
ever feasible, the generation of hazardous
waste is to be reduced or eliminated as expe-
ditiously as possible. Waste ne~ertheless  gen-
erated should be treated, stored, or disposed
of so as to minimize the present and future
threat to human health and the en~ironment  .“

From the Resource Conservation and Z/ecot~-
er~~ Act, as amended by the U.S. Congress in
November 1984. This policy statement is sup-
ported by waste minimization provisions also
added to the act.
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consistently supported by congressional and
regulatory actions; or 4) that waste reduction
will be the response.

In practice, waste reduction is frequently sub-
ordinated to pollution control, even though re-
ducing waste can be the most effective way to
prevent environmental risk. The domination
of pollution control over waste reduction is not
new; it has occurred over many years and it
will not be reversed overnight.

Federal law says that waste reduction is the
preferred anti-pollution method; but govern-
ment actions often send a different—or ambig-
uous—message to waste generators.

Federal and State actions, however, are not
the sole determinants of how much waste is
reduced, Frequently, inadequate information
makes it difficult for waste generators to as-
sess the benefits of a one-time, near-term in-
vestment for waste reduction versus repeated
spending and ongoing liabilities over the long
term for waste management, Pollution control
measures are more familiar and thus more cer-
tain. Uncertainty also arises because waste re-
duction, as a measure of materials productivity,

is subordinated to other measures of the effi-
ciency of industrial operations, such as labor
productivity and energy consumption,

As a result, waste reduction, which saves
money for industry and protects the environ-
ment, is being implemented in an uneven and
largely undocumented fashion. Assessing the
economics of waste reduction poses problems.
For some people a major focus on waste reduc-
tion raises concerns that it might, through the
costs of implementation, contribute to what is
called the “deindustrialization” of America.
However, those who have implemented waste
reduction effectively generally see it as a way
to improve profitability and competitiveness.
If waste reduction were to be carefully pro-
moted and become more widespread—and vir-
tually everyone believes this is possible—en-
vironmental and economic benefits would
increase. Statistical documentation of the
amount of waste reduction that has already
occurred nationwide and a summary of its re-
sults would almost certainly remove the uncer-
tainty that some representatives of industry and
government have about the near-term feasibil-
ity of waste reduction.

OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY

The purpose of this study is to provide Con-
gress with a concise base of information and
analysis to assist it in ensuring implementation
of its declared national policy of reducing the
generation of hazardous waste. More specifi-
cally, OTA defined the following study ob-
jectives.

1.

2.

To explore the context for concern about
waste reduction, What is the significance
of reducing the generation of all hazard-
ous industrial waste rather than only those
regulated as solid, hazardous waste under
the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act (RCRA)? Why is waste reduction im-
portant? An initial task in this exploration
was to adopt precise definitions of “haz- 3.
ardous waste” and “waste reduction. ”
To examine the technological nature of
waste reduction and the extent to which

waste reduction has been and is likely to
be implemented by industry, To what ex-
tent is technology itself rather than infor-
mation and resources a barrier to waste
reduction? In what ways are waste reduc-
tion decisions dependent on the unique cir-
cumstances of a specific company or in-
dustry? Can the amount of feasible waste
reduction be estimated? How much can re-
search increase the feasible amount of
waste reduction? (Note that only the pol-
icy aspects of this report deal solely with
industrial waste generation, but all other
discussions apply to nonindustrial waste
reduction as well,)

To analyze Federal programs that directly
or indirectly affect industrial waste reduc-
tion, 1s the Federal Government playing
a significant positive or negative role in as-
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4.

5,

suring that waste reduction becomes more plement current national waste reduction
commonly adopted by American industry? policy without causing harm to American
To examine State programs that have been industry. Is there a need for Federal ini-
established to reduce industrial waste. tiatives and, if so, what are they? What are
What is the extent and effect of State pro- the advantages and disadvantages of im-
grams? Do State programs remove the need plementing waste reduction?
for Federal initiatives?
To define and analyze a broad range ofpol-
icy options that might help the Nation im-

PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION: THE PRIMACY OF WASTE REDUCTION

The national debate on the environment is
beginning to move away from traditional dis-
cussions about how to make pollution control
regulations effective, A more fundamental ques-
tion is now being posed: How can pollution pre-
vention be used to complement pollution con-
trol? Some years ago, Dr. Joseph T. Ling of 3M
articulated the case for pollution prevention:

Pollution controls solve no problem; they
only alter the problem, shifting it from one
form to another, contrary to this immutable
law of nature: the form of matter may be
changed, but matter does not disappear . . . II]t
is apparent that conventional controls, at some
point, create more pollution than they remove
and consume resources out of proportion to
the benefits derived . . . What emerges is an
environmental paradox. It takes resources to
remove pollution; pollution removal generates
residue; it takes more resources to dispose of
this residue and disposal of residue also pro-
duces pollution.’

More recently, 3M summed up its unrelenting
pollution prevention efforts since 1975:

The combined total of almost 1,900 projects
has resulted in eliminating annually the dis-
charge of almost 110,000 tons of air pollutants,
over 13,000 tons of water pollutants, and over
260,000 tons of sludge of which over 18,000
tons are hazardous—along with the prevention
of approximately 1.6 billion gallons of waste-
water. Cost savings to 3M total more than $292
million. These costs are for pollution control
facilities that did not have to be built; for re-

1 \l ichael  G. Rojston, Pollution  l)ret’ention  Pa~’s (N’ew York:
Pergarnon  f’ress, 1979), p. xi. For a full articulation of the pollu-
! ion pre~ent  ion strategy’, this book is considered the seminal work.

duced pollution control operating costs; for
reduced manufacturing costs; and for retained
sales of products that might have been taken
off the market as environmentally unacceptable, z

Reduction—applied to a broad universe of
emissions, discharges, and wastes—is the best
means of achieving pollution prevention. How-
ever, developing a complementary environ-
mental protection strategy, based on waste re-
duction, represents a major shift in thinking.
Because we now have an entrenched pollution
control culture, this shift would be a substan-
tial challenge for industry and government. But
no matter how strongly waste reduction is im-
plemented, pollution control regulations will al-
ways be needed for wastes that cannot be or have
not yet been reduced.

The traditional emphasis on pollution con-
trol and the prevalent viewpoint that substan-
tial waste reduction is a long-term goal, not a
realizable short-term strategy, constrain the
consideration of alternatives by waste genera-
tors. (Paradoxically, the claim is also heard that
all waste reducing measures that can be taken
have been taken; i.e., that waste reduction is
a used-up strategy.) One inhibiting factor is con-
cern about risking product quality by tinker-
ing with or changing processes solely for the
purpose of reducing waste.

For companies and industries that are ex-
panding production, waste reduction is an ob-
vious way to offset the economic and environ-
mental costs of managing increasing amounts
——2 

M. D. Keen igsberger,  3 M, paper presented at Governor Con-
ference  on Pollution Pretmtion Pa~s, ~ashvil]e,  ‘rN, March 1986.
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of wastes. Waste reduction also addresses con-
cerns about the economic inefficiency of in-
creasing pollution control regulations; that is,
spending more and more for smaller incre-
ments in environmental protection. Whatever
their environmental benefits, experience shows
that the development and implementation of
pollution control regulations takes considerable
effort, time, and money on the part of industry
and government.

Figure 1-1 illustrates how steadily increasing
environmental regulations have been paralleled
by a growth in environmental spending by the
Nation. There are many factors that determine
the extent of national spending to protect the
environment, including how much waste is
generated, exactly what the regulations call for,
and how these regulations are enforced. But
it is also apparent that over the past 14 years
the simple size of the body of Federal regula-
tions has been a fairly reliable proxy for the
many substantive factors that determine spend-
ing. Over that period spending has been about
$10 million for every page of Federal environ-
mental statute and regulation. In 1985$70 bil-
lion was spent nationally and there were 7,OOO

pages of Federal environmental statutes and
regulations. Two solutions present themselves
for reducing national spending on the environ-
ment: government can change regulations—for

Figure 1-1 .—Current Regulations: An Economic
Incentive for Waste Reduction

‘“~
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SOURCES L.B Cahill, The Weston  Way, Winter/Spring 1986 p. 26; and US
Department of Commerce and Management Information Services,
1985

example, by redefining hazardous waste, or by
cutting regulations and/or limiting their en-
forcement—or generators can reduce wastes.
The latter approach is clearly more desirable;
waste reduction has already been demonstrated
to have the capability—for some waste genera-
tors—of turning the spending curve down as
regulations continue to increase.

But decreasing environmental spending na-
tionwide through waste reduction can occur
only if Federal statutes and regulations were
to unequivocally establish the primacy of waste
reduction (that is, of pollution prevention) over
waste management. From the generator’s per-
spective, waste reduction is an alternative that
reduces the costs of regulatory compliance and
that reduces the potential for enormous costs
of later litigation. From the government’s view-
point, waste reduction does not sacrifice the
integrity or environmental protection goals of
pollution control regulations. Asserting the pri-
macy and economic importance of waste reduc-
tion does not necessarily mean that government
must then prescribe and regulate the amount
of waste reduction generators must accomplish.
Nor does it imply that waste reduction can ever
eliminate all wastes or the need for all pollu-
tion control regulations. The meaning, case for,
and implications of the primacy of waste re-
duction are discussed below.

What Is Waste Reduction?

The term waste reduction means different
things to different people. Arriving at a defini-
tion of waste reduction is not a trivial pursuit.
One study of waste reduction pointed out that
the “difficulties and differences in definition
. . . themselves constitute one of the factors
affecting industry’s decisions about the gener-
ation of hazardous waste. ”s The definition of
waste reduction also affects the design, imple-
mentation, and effectiveness of government
actions.

Box 1-A summarizes the problems that arise
from several characteristics of commonly used
definitions of waste reduction and similar

3Nat iona I Research Coun(; i], Reducing Hazardous 11’aste  (gen-
eration  (Washington, IX: Nat ional  Academ\’  Press,  1985), 1). 9.
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Box I-A.—Problems With Definitions of Waste Reduction and Similar Terms

ProbIem #1
Several terms currently are used to describe preferred methods of dealing with hazardous waste.

These terms include:

waste reduction waste prevention
waste minimization waste avoidance
waste abatement waste elimination

source reduction

No standard definitions exist for any of these terms. Each is defined differently by each user.

Problem #Z
Definitions include pollution control activities as well as pollution prevention activities. Among

these are:

. out-of-process recycling;
● offsite recycling;
c onsite or offsite treatment, such as incineration; and
c weight or volume reduction with a corresponding increase in concentration of hazardous content.

The distinction between preventing waste from being generated and controlling waste after it
is generated is blurred when pollution control actions are included in the definition of waste reduc-
tion and similar terms. Consequently:

c the primacy of pollution prevention is eroded,
“ generators are not encouraged to consider pollution preventing activities because pollution

control options are given equal standing,
● risks t. health and the environment from transport and handling of waste are not explicitly

weighed, and
● measurements of reduction of waste generation are obscured by including the results of pollu-

tion control.

Problem #3
Definitions do not apply to all hazardous wastes. Most definitions apply reduction only to some

combination of the following:

● RCRA-regulated wastes (wastes regulated under Clean Water and Clean Air are excluded);
c toxic wastes (hazardous, but nontoxic wastes are excluded); or
● regulated wastes (hazardous, nonregulated wastes such as most toxic air emissions are excluded).

terms. The most serious problem is that an}
(Iefinit ion that includes waste management, in-
(; 1 LI (~ i n~ itraste treatment and recycling a Ltrajr
from the production site, will probabl}  divert
a t tent i o n away from the goal of waste red uc -
t ion. The broadly accepted goal of minimizing
the amount of hazardous waste put into the land
should not obscure the even more fundamental
goal of reducing the generation of hazardous
waste.

A number  of defi nit ions of ~t’asto  rc(lu(:t ifjl~
useci b}’ States and in stu(] ics i II(;]  u(~e al 1 [t” ii st (!

recycling or waste treat mcnt o r 1)() t h. 170 r (!x-

ii m pie, it is widely assumed t h a t F’c(! c ra 1 st; ] t -
utes and regulations use the term [t’:]si(; n]ini-
mizatjon  to include, along \\’it h t~’aste  red u ~: t i [~ r).
pr(;f[?rrcd  Llastc management act il’it ies that r(!-
(]uce the amount of ~~rastc to he land d is~)osc(l.
Thus, the Federal statute and regulations th;lt
allolf gcncrat  (Irs to use t heir o~ln definition tllso
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allow them to comply by improving waste man-
agement; there is no clear message that waste
reduction is preferred, or that it should be con-
sidered first. If waste reduction does indeed
have primacy, then it must be defined and used
in a way that allows no misunderstanding of
what either waste reduction or primacy means.
Otherwise, better waste management could eas-
ily sap resources that might go to waste reduc-
tion. Preferred waste management measures
can and should stand on their own merits, rather
than being considered apart of waste reduction.

OTA has adopted a definition that addresses
these shortcomings and is technically sound,
consistent with the current congressional state-
ment of national policy, and useful for discuss-
ing policy options. It aZso reflects the impor-
tance for public policy development of defining
waste reduction in a way that is consistent with
the concept ofpollution  prevention. OTA’S def-
inition is:

Waste reduction refers to in-plant prac-
tices that reduce, avoid, or eliminate the
generation of hazardous waste so as to re-
duce risks to health and environment.

The focus, therefore, is on what occurs at the
source of generation. The goal of waste reduc-
tion is to alter current practice and to design
future industrial processes and operations in
a way that will reduce the degree of hazard of
waste and the amount to be managed, con-
trolled, and regulated. A recent study con-
cluded: “[i]n-plant  options are probably the
most effective and economical means of man-
aging hazardous wastes. ”A

The OTA definition addresses “what,”
“where, ” and “by whom” questions without
specifying “how” waste reduction is to be car-
ried out. An important consequence of this def-
inition is that various means of reducing waste,
which are applied af’ter the waste is generated
outside of the location where waste is generated,
are characterized as a form of waste man-
agement.

qMichael R, Overcash,  Techniques for Industrial Pollution Pre-
~ention  (Chelsea,  MI: Lewis Publishers, Inc., 1986), p. 2.

Some difficulties in interpretation still occur,
particularly in relation to waste recycling.
When recycling is environmentally acceptable
and is an integral part of the waste generating
industrial process or operation OTA  considers
it waste reduction. An example is a closed-loop
application which returns (potential) waste as
it is generated for reuse within the process. To
the extent that in-process recycling prevents
transfer of hazardous material into the envi-
ronment, it is waste reduction.

But recycling is not considered waste reduc-
tion if waste exits a process, exists as a sepa-
rate entity, undergoes significant handling, and
is transported from the waste generating loca-
tion to another production site (perhaps a part
of a large plant) for reuse, or to an offsite com-
mercial recycling facility or waste exchange.
This distinction does not mean that such waste
management is unacceptable, unreasonable, or
improper, On the contrary, as will be discussed
in detail later, offsite recycling is a preferred
waste management alternative, There can be
valid reasons why such a waste management
method is technically or economically justified
for a specific industrial operation, such as for
many generators of small quantities of hazard-
ous waste.

But even recycling facilities pose risks, RCRA
regulation of such facilities are to some extent
a disincentive for recycling, This issue has re-
ceived considerable attention. The distinction
made here between in-process recycling that
is a part of the waste generating activity and
all other types of recycling may be a practical
way to resolve that issue. If in-process recycling
were regulated, that would indeed serve as a
disincentive for its use; current RCRA regula-
tions may or may not cover in-process recycling
depending on how they are interpreted (see ch.
5).

What Is Hazardous Waste?

Although toxic wastes are of major concern
today, there is no reason why the concept of
waste reduction must be restricted to toxics.
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OTA’S  definition of hazardous waste in this re-
port is:

Hazardous waste refers to all nonproduct
hazardous outputs from an industrial oper-
ation into all environmental media, even
though they may be within permitted or
licensed limits.

This definition is much broader than that of
hazardous waste under RCRA and is also more
inclusive than the term hazardous substances,
as used in the Federal Superfund program.
Thus, this report covers abroad universe of haz-
ardous substances and pollutants (toxic and
conventional) that industry generates, dis-
charges, and emits routinely or accidentally.5
It is OTA’S  position that all hazardous wastes
are amenable to waste reduction although the
exact circumstances of a generator may not sup-
port reducing a particular waste. No technical
case can be made for the notion that some wastes
can be reduced and others cannot.

Current environmental statutes, programs,
and regulations may not cover all hazardous
waste. Many wastes are covered by only some
of the current regulations that separately con-
trol or manage disposal practices for the land,
air, and water. For instance, RCRA hazardous
wastes include toxic, ignitable, corrosive, and
reactive substances. The Clean Air Act serves
as the basis for regulating both criteria pollut-
ants (such as ozone, particulate, sulfur oxides,
carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and lead)
and hazardous air pollutants (often referred to
as air toxic s), Discharges into the Nation’s
waters are covered by the Clean Water Act and
controlled by regulating both conventional (bio-
chemical oxygen demand, fecal coliform, to-
tal suspended solids, oil/grease, and pH) and
toxic or priority pollutants. (The various statu-
tory and regulatory definitions of the preced-
ing terms are given in chapter 5.)

SW ith regard  to the concept of hazardous, ’ the following def-
inition of a hazardous material adopted by the California De-
partment of Health Ser\ices  is useful: a substance or combina-
tion of substances which, because of its quantity, concentration,
or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, may either:
1 ) cause, or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality
or an increase in serious i reversible, or incapacitating re\’ersi-
ble, illness; or 2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard
to human health or environment when improperly’ treated, stored,
transported or disposed of or otherwise managed.

OTA  has concluded that a comprehensive,
multimedia (air, water, land) definition for haz-
ardous waste is necessary. The two chief rea-
sons for this conclusion are: 1) to avoid creat-
ing opportunities for shifting waste from one
environmental medium to another possibly un-
regulated or less regulated medium, such as has
happened for some wastes that are land dis-
posed rather than being discharged into water-
ways; and 2) to include wastes that are not
currently regulated, such as most toxic air emis-
sions. If the term hazardous waste is defined
or applied narrowly, waste reduction measures
can be ineffective.6 The situation regarding
trichloroethylene  (box l-B) is a vivid, but not
necessarily typical, example of a widely used
product almost all of which emerges from in-
dustrial processes as an unregulated hazard-
ous waste. If only a RCRA definition is given
to hazardous waste, nearly 90 percent of tri-
chloroethylene waste that goes into the air and
water will not be covered. A very different ex-
ample is cadmium waste. In this instance 80
percent of the waste is land disposed and reg-
ulated under RCRA, 12 percent is emitted into
the air, and 8 percent goes into surface water.7

Public and Private Roles

Historically, Federal policy has not directly
promoted waste reduction as a method of envi-
ronmental protection. The extent of State gov-
ernment efforts on waste reduction dwarfs Fed-
eral ones, even though, as will be discussed
later, State efforts are also limited. However,
Federal regulatory programs have provided
some indirect economic incentives for waste
reduction by increasing the cost of compliance
with waste management regulations as well as
increasing insurance costs and costs of clean-

‘It is, of course, better to have some ~~”a stc reduct i(] n than none,
Yet when reduction is limited, important and erl\ir[)llnl(;ntiillj
threaten ing wastes may recei~’e no attention. For example,
DU [’ont, ~vhich has initiated a major \\aste reduction ~)rogram
and has already achieved considerable success, d cws not in [1 u dP
air emissions and waste~l’aters  discharged through permitted
out falls; and non- RCRA wastes are not always included. [ 11’aste
Reduction:  The Ongoing  Saga, proceedings of a ‘rufts  CJni~rer-
sity Center for Environmental Nlanagernent  conference, \Voocis
Hole, hlA, June 1986. ]

7L’. S. En\’i ronrnental  Protect ion Agencj”,  ‘‘Cadmium Cuota  m i-
nation of the fZn\’ironment: An Assessment of Nlationu’ide Risk, ”
February 1985.
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Box l-B.—Waste Generation From Production and Use of Trichloroethylene

Type of Material.-Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a volatile halogenated  organic chemical used widely
as a solvent. It is known to be toxic to the liver and nervous system and is now considered a probable
human carcinogen.

Production.-In 1983,65,700 metric tons were produced by two companies; one plant is in Texas,
the other in Louisiana. Only about 100 tons (0.2 percent) were emitted to the atmosphere from produc-
tion itself and only another 39 metric tons from the distribution network. Production has been de-
creasing since it peaked at 277,000 metric tons in 1970. This has been occurring, in part, because
of the substitution of other solvents, such as methyl chloroform and perchloroethylene,  which them-
selves may pose hazards.

Uses and Waste Generation.—About 90 percent of TCE used  becomes a hazardous waste.  In
1983, 85 percent (56,000 metric tons) of all TCE produced was used as a solvent for cleaning and
decreasing operations in many thousands of plants nationwide; 52,600 metric tons were emitted to
the atmosphere (94 percent). The second major use is in manufacture of polyvinylchloride  (PVC);
of the 6,500 metric tons used in this way about 130 metric tons (2 percent) are emitted to the atmos-
phere, with almost all of it consumed in the chemical reaction. Essentially all of remaining usage
is assumed to be emitted to the atmosphere.

Waste Management Media Transfer. —Release of TCE into the environment (for 1978) has been
estimated to be: 86 percent into the air, 12 percent into the land, and 2 percent into water. Much
of what goes into the land and water can volatilize. From volatilization of industrial aqueous dis-
charges sent to publicly owned treatment works (POTWS) roughly 1,400 metric tons were released
to the atmosphere in 1983; this is about 10 times the amount of waste from production and distribu-
tion of TCE. An EPA analysis of wastes to POTWS indicates that two-thirds of the input TCE (1,729
metric tons) is emitted into the air, 5 percent goes into surface water, 5 percent goes into sludge,
and 23 percent is destroyed by biodegradation. Other than by natural degradation in the atmosphere,
only about 0.7 percent of TCE waste is destroyed through treatment.

Presence at Superfund Sites.–Found by EPA to be the most frequently occurring substance overall
(at 179 of 546 sites); number one for groundwater, third in surface water, and fifth in the air.

Regulation. —Although TCE as a waste exists predominantly as an air pollutant, EPA has only
recently given notice of intent to list TCE as a hazardous air pollutant under Section 112 of the Clean
Air Act (March 1986). TCE is regulated under RCRA as a solid, hazardous waste and is considered
a hazardous substance under CERCLA (Superfund).  As one of 126 priority toxic pollutants, TCE is
also regulated under the C1ean Water Act. Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Recommended
Maximum Containment Level is zero in drinking water, and the Maximum Contaminant Level (en-
forceable standard) in drinking water is 0.005 mg/1. Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act,
the 8 hour time weighted average exposure limit for a 40 hour week is 100 pprn, with an acceptable
ceiling concentration of 200 ppm.

SOURCES: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Survey of Trichloroethylene  Emission Sources.” ]uly 1985; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “lnlermedia
Priority Pollutant Guidance Document: Chlorinated Solvents,” October 1984; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Report  (o Congress on h Ois[ htirgt,
of Hazardous Wastes to Publicly Owned Treatment Works, February 1986.

i ng u~) t~~i~  fvaste sites. These indirect incen- on indirect incentives, the government pre-
t i~es ha~’e  been particularl~’  effectit’c for some sumes  that a company is motivated to imple-
w’asie ~enerators  and for some ~~rastes. ment waste reduction techniques and that it has./

[However,  this effectiveness is weakened by
the technical and economic ~esources  to do so.

poor and uneven enforcement of regulatory In the private sector, suc(:cssful ~tast  c rcfl(lt:-
[)ro~rams and by rnarkedl} different levels of t ion eff’orts hai’e gene ra]l}r  t)een a (Jonsct]uI?l~( :()
re~ulat ion for specific ~vastes. By relying solely of’ at tem~)ts to increase the effic icn(:~ ()[’ i n( I (1 S-



trial operations. Waste represents inefficiency
and it is indisputable that industry reduces some
hazardous waste, since to reduce waste is to con-
serve materials that may be scarce, strategic,
or expensive. Most commonly, waste reduction
has been a byproduct, not a focus, of altered
industrial processes since waste management
costs have rarely been so high as to suggest
alternatives. At some point, continued efforts
to improt’e the yield of industrial processes by
maximizing product output relati~~e  to input of
raki materials will not appear economically
attract ive because the amounts of product in-
creases ~~~ill be small,

Yet reducing waste generation may, in its
own right, be significant today because of ris-
ing waste management costs, anticipated long-
term liabilities, and environmental risks. But
these may not be factored into decisions made
by generators, especially if the focus is on prod-
uct yield rather than on waste reduction. Ac-
counting methods that do not assign the full
short- and long-term costs of waste generation
to production profit centers can further obscure
the economic considerations that should be
available to decisionmakers if wise choices are
to be made. C)TA believes that although some
success has been achieved for waste reduction
by American industry, more can be accom-
plished and that waste reduction represents a
primary, economically viable means of hazard-
ous waste control (see box l-C).

Waste reduction has traditionally been the
prerogative of industry and even now indus-
try and government generally see it as a volun-
tar~ practice. However, consider the following
policy statement that was added to RCRA in
1 984:

The (;ongress  hereby declares it to be the
national polic}r of the U nitcd States that, \~her-
e~’er feasible, the gcnerat  ion of haza r(lous
;~’aste  is to be reduced or elirn inatd  as cxpe-
ditiouslyr as possible.

The second sentence of this statement (;on-
(: 1 U(l(!s t hat:

\l’aste  ne~’erthelcss  generated shoul(] be
t reat(!(l.  stor(xl, or disposed of’ so as to mini-
111 i Z(; t ho ]) 1’OS(; 11 t H 11(] fUt[11’(? t h 1’(};1  t t () ]111  IIlii 11

h(!alth iin(l tll[! [: Il\’i I”OIlllloIlt” .
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Box l-C.-Ways Companies Can Promote

●

●

●

●

●

●

Waste Reduction

Conduct a waste reduction audit to provide
information about: 1) types, amounts, and
level of hazard of wastes generated; 2) sources
of those wastes within the production oper-
ation; and 3) feasible reduction techniques
for those wastes.

Revise accounting methods so that both short-
and long-term costs of managing wastes, in-
cluding liabilities, are charged to the depart-
ments and individuals responsible for the
processes and operations that generate the
waste.

Involve all employees in waste reduction
planning and implementation. Waste reduc-
tion must be seen as the responsibility of
all workers and managers involved in pro-
duction, rather than just the responsibility
of those who deal with pollution control and
compliance.

Motivate employees and focus attention on
waste reduction by setting goals and re-
warding employees’ suggestions that lead
to successful waste reduction. Special edu-
cation and training can help all types of
employees identify waste reduction oppor-
tunities at all levels of operation and pro-
duction.

Transfer knowledge throughout the com-
pany so that waste reducing techniques im-
plemented in one part of the company can
benefit all divisions and plants. This is par-
ticularly important in large companies.
Newsletters and company meetings can be
helpful tools for disseminating information
about waste reduction opportunities.

Seek technical assistance from outside
sources. This may be particularly useful for
smaller companies with limited technical
resources. Sources of outside assistance in-
clude State programs, universities, and
professional consultants,

This policy statement implies that waste re-
duction has primacy over waste management.
The lack of a direct mention of economic fea-
sibility or practicality makes the statement espe-
cialljr strong. But policy is not clear, because
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the RCRA statutory term waste minimization
is interpreted by many people to give equal foot-
ing to preferred waste management. It is not
entirely clear whether this government policy
states that a decision to use a preferred form
of waste management should occur only after
a thorough exploration of the feasibility y of waste
reduction.

A summary of the problems associated with
those 1984 RCRA Amendments that deal with
waste reduction and minimization, the regula-
tions based on these amendments, and their im-
plementation by EPA and the States is given
in table 1-1, For the most part, the 1984 con-
gressional action does not alter the voluntary
character of industrial waste reduction. Its sig-
nificance is that it has raised the level of im-
portance of waste reduction in the eyes of in-
dustry decisionmakers.  A major policy issue
facing the Federal Government is whether it
should become directly involved in stimulating
or even requiring waste reduction.

It is important to be aware, however, of ways
in which government actions could be harm-
ful to U.S. industry. For example, some types
of mandatory waste reduction regulations with
enforced penalties for noncompliance could
harm international competitiveness for some
industries and products because they are too in-
flexible, are inattentive to site-specific con-
straints, or ignore capital investment needs.
High costs for implementation not born by com-
petitors and standards applied equally across
U.S. industry could have grave consequences
for troubled manufacturing sectors.

On the positive side, over 80 percent of 99
small, medium, and large companies surveyed
by OTA8 believe that employment would either
increase or not be affected by stepped-up but
not necessarily mandated waste reduction ef-
forts. Increasing waste reduction also will help
reduce the presence of toxic chemicals every-
where, an environmental benefit that is often
cited. Waste reduction would result in lower

8Here and in similar subsequent statements about industry’s
viewpoints, reference is being made to the results of an OTA
survey of industry people directly involved with waste manage-
ment and reduction (see app. A).

worker exposure to toxic chemicals, fewer
transportation accidents involving hazardous
substances, and fewer hazardous consumer
products, Increasing numbers of successful ex-
amples of waste reduction yielding net cost sav-
ings and more competitive operations support
the argument that waste reduction promotes in-
dustrial revitalization and economic growth.
For all these reasons ample justification, go-
ing well beyond environmental imperatives,
can be cited for a strong Federal role in waste
reduction. (Although discussions of public roles
usually focus on Federal and State government,
it should be noted that local governments are
increasingly encouraging more waste reduction
by local companies.)

In the private sector, the interests and actions
of several groups must be considered:

1. the insurance industry may require plans

2.

3.

4,

and commitments for waste reduction as
a condition for obtaining pollution liabil-
ity insurance, which is now difficult and
costly to obtain;
financial institutions may use waste reduc-
tion plans and performance as criteria to
judge the merits of borrowers; if they view
investments for waste reduction in the
same way as they view traditional invest-
ments for expansion and modernization,
then waste reduction efforts will be aided;
some environmental organizations and
public interest groups are now making
waste reduction a high-priority issue and
are educating the public about its impor-
tance as well as trying to influence gov-
ernment and industry decisions and pro-
grams; and
various organizations offer seminars, short
courses, and conferences, which bring at-
tention to waste reduction and transfer tech-
nical information to people in industry.

Although it has not been possible for this
study to examine in detail the potential impact
of these embryonic private sector efforts, it is
evident that they are destined to play an im-
portant role in stimulating industrial waste re-
duction nationwide. The role of the news me-
dia is less certain. There is already evidence
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Table 1-1 .–1984 Amendments to RCRA on Waste Minimization (WM):
Problems in the Statute, Regulations, and Implementation

The statute

1. Policy and administration
Primacy of waste reduction made
clear by strong national po/Icy
outlining a two-tier approach:
pollution prevention (waste
reduction) and pollution control
(preferred waste management
practices) to minimize risk. No
economic test to limit activities.

2. Definitions and measurement
Ambiguous phrasing in
implementation sections.

WM can be interpreted as either:
1) reducing the generation of
waste (prevention), or 2) reducing
waste that is generated (control).
This definition erodes primacy of
waste reduction and causes
uncertainty in measurement.

Economtc/technological  limits
placed on required WM activities:
“economically practical” waste
reduction and “practical available”
waste management.

3. Required actions
/rnp/errrentation sections mandate
three actions:  1) WM certification
on manifests, 2) WM activities/
results statement added to
biennial report, and 3) annual WM
statement by generators managing
wastes onsite,

Each action as written includes
waste reduction and preferred
waste management components;
however, primacy of waste
reduction over preferred waste
management not clear.

Having WM program in place is
not a required activity for biennial
report ing.

4. Enforcement
Enforcement not mandated.

Generators allowed to determine
activities that constitute WM.

Regulations

National policy was not
restated in preamble.

Primacy of waste reduction
eroded by ambiguous phrasing
carried over into regulations.

Waste minimization, waste
reduction, waste management
are not defined; results in high
uncertainty among regulators
and generators as to what
constitutes WM.

1) Manifest certification

Implementation

By EPA

EPA views WM as minor
component of land disposal
bans. Little oversight of
implementation by EPA HO; no
WM budget commitment. EPA
assumes States are handling
implementation of regulations
even though EPA IS required
to do so until States are
authorized.

EPA did not supplement
statutofy/regul atory language
by issuing broad guidelines as
to what constitutes WM or
how it should be measured.

Other actions/statements by
EPA imply WM is any activity
that will reduce wastes before
or after generated.

By States

States not responsible for
implementation until
authorized.

States use different
definitions, with focus usually
on preferred waste
management to reduce need
for land disposal facilities.

Only generators who ship No leadership from EPA States generally picked up use
wastes off site must sign WM of new manifest with WM
certification statement on new certification or adopted
manifest form. language for own manifest,

2) Biennial reDort
Only generators who ship
wastes off site (subset of
Nation’s total generation)
required to report WM
activities in biennial reporting.
No reporting guidelines issued
with regulations.

3) Permit condition
Generators who treat, store,
dispose of wastes onsite
subject to TSDF permits.
Permits now require annual
statement on WM program to
be placed in operating file
onsite.  No details required.

EPA stated in preamble to
regulations that would attempt
enforcement only of manifest
certification,

Reports covering waste
generation in 1985 due March
1, 1966, Little guidance given
to generators/States on what
constitutes a WM program.
Form required only narrative
statement. Results: 1) no data
likely to be collected, or 2) no
consistency in reporting. Little
followup  evaluation will be
possible on effectiveness of
reguiat  ions.

Most States collected what
information assumed required.
A few asked generators to
supply supplemental
information

Information remains at State
level; EPA did not request
submission of WM information
in required biennial report
summary,

Lack of definition/guidelines
has created variability among
regions. Regions/generators
unsure about what constitutes
a WM program statement.

No apparent enforcement
underway.

Minimum enforcement would
require visits to generators
and TSDFS to ascertain if
manifest WM statement signed
or operating record contains
annual WM program
information,

Since generators determine
activities, compliance would
not Indicate if waste reduction
has occurred.

WM condition of permit
primarily handled by EPA
regions rather than States,

Enforcement activities
unknown,

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1986
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that waste reduction is not deemed as newswor-
thy as the more visual aspects of pollution con-
trol, particularly its failures. For example, com-
panies that have won honors for successful
waste reduction have received little, if any,
news coverage—unlike those that have polluted
the environment. The company that is not gen-
erating waste provides scant fodder for report-
ers and few photographic opportunities for
cameramen.

What does all this mean in terms of congres-
sional action? With regard to industry, common
sense suggests that massive reduction of waste
is not possible overnight. But available infor-
mation supports the view that eventually large-
scale waste reduction will be possible techni-
cally and economically, Supportive private sec-
tor efforts, which are just now being initiated,
are likely to promote more waste reduction by
industry, Commitment to the national policy
goal and well-informed planning for its imple-
mentation can be assisted by Federal leadership.
But how much waste reduction is possible? Ex-
actly how much has been going on? What are
its economic and environmental benefits? These
important questions cannot now be answered
with detailed, reliable data. Nor is it possible
to quantitatively calculate the positive and neg-
ative impacts of certain government actions on
specific wastes or industrial waste generators.
These limitations do not necessarily rule out
Federal leadership, but they do favor some t ypes
of government action over others.

The Primacy Issue

For the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), industry, and environmentalists, waste
reduction has consistently appeared as the ideal
waste management option—the concept is uni-
versally embraced even though the option is not
vigorously implemented. Even though EPA ac-
knowledged that waste reduction should be
given top priority in 1976,9 this theoretical pri-
ority has not been matched either by action or
by resources. Now that the implementation of
waste reduction is receiving more attention, the

’41 CFR 35050, Aug. 18, 1976.

fact that its definition has not been made clear
poses a serious problem.

Ironically, the goal of reducing the use of land
disposal detracts from the goal of reducing
waste. If waste reduction is defined to include
waste treatment, then attention is diverted away
from true waste reduction. The goal of waste
reduction subsumes the goal of reducing land
disposal, but the goal of reducing land disposal
does not mean that the alternative chosen will
be waste reduction.

EPA and State agencies spend at most about
$4 million annually on activities related to waste
reduction. This is less than 0.1 percent of total
government spending on pollution control pro-
grams. The Department of Defense, however,
has committed larger sums of money for waste
minimization, but they define it to include
waste treatment (see ch. 5).

Industry probably spends significant sums
on waste reduction—possibly a much greater
percentage of its environmental spending than
the government allots, although these figures
cannot be determined. Waste reduction tends
to lose out to waste management in the press
of immediate concerns, such as siting waste
management facilities, developing alternatives
to land disposal, and determining safe levels
of emissions. Little recognition is given to the
fact that effective waste reduction methods can
lessen these needs, Pollution control is often
perceived as being the safer choice because the
technologies of waste management are more fa-
miliar than those of waste reduction and there
is no risk of impairing product quality. In actu-
ality, there is no such risk with many ways of
reducing waste.

Some waste generators say that they have re-
duced their wastes as far as is feasible; others
believe that waste reduction makes sense only
in the longer term. Waste reduction is often seen
as a long-term ideal rather than as an immedi-
ate and practical route for industry and govern-
ment to pursue. This appears to be primarily
a consequence of resource commitment to and
familiarity with pollution control rather than
to technical constraints.
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Many industry actions have some potential
for promoting or hindering waste reduction,
but these are rarely examined explicitly. Waste
reduction is seldom seen as a criterion to meas-
ure job performance or performance in meeting
government environmental protection require-
ments, developing production technologies, and
setting research agendas. Offering rewards and
incentives for workers and managers who find
ways to reduce waste can be an especially im-
portant strategy.

Goals for waste reduction could be established
just as, for example, people target a certain an-
nual increase in the gross national product or
in productivity, Goals could help maintain in-
terest in reducing waste. Some companies re-
port involvement in goal-setting,lo but for the
most part, there has been little use of the tech-
nique of setting target figures for waste reduc-
tion at the plant, company, industry, or national
level.

The Case for the Primacy of Waste Reduction

Why should waste reduction be given pri-
macy over waste management by industry? Ex-
cluding the factors of transport and storage,
waste management can be divided into three
categories: 1) recycling or reuse away from the
source of waste generation; 2) treatment or con-
version, which physically destroys or chemi-
cally detoxifies or otherwise renders waste per-
manently harmless; and 3) disposal, which puts
waste into the air, water, or land. Environ-
mental regulation has not necessarily required
the first two preferable options and has often
led inadvertently to very ineffective disposal
which has caused problems so severe as to have
necessitated repeated redisposal, However, if
a treatment permanently renders all or most
waste harmless, then it is effective waste

l~s[)me  Compa n i(;s have said that they do not use numerical
goals, mhi]e others indicate that they may use them. For exam-
ple, s I’VI has said that it reduced J>otential  hazardous waste gem
eration  by 50 perc(:nt  i n the past 10 sears and that it hoped to
re~]ea t that i n t h e next  s jea rs. (:he\ron Chemical Co. has said
that ~pcclfic. waste re(luct  ion ,goal~  are set hy ea(’h of its plant ~,
[Ltrastc Reduction:  ‘1’he ( ‘nfold Storj  , proceedin~s  of a ljeagut)
of J1’omen  ~roters (conference. \lroo(]s Hole, NIA, jL1ne  1985, ]
[)Ll Pent has also announced that it is preparing a goal for 1990,
‘l’ho [)epart merrt of Defense is [)re~]aring  waste reduction goals.

treatment—i.  e., its benefits approach those of
waste reduction, Both offsite recycling and ef-
fective waste treatment are preferred waste
management options, but both pose more risks
than waste reduction because waste is handled,
stored, and transported. The possibility of mis-
management or failure of technology cannot
be disregarded. Accidents can occur at both
recycling and waste treatment facilities. About
10 percent of the Superfund sites on the cur-
rent National Priorities List are these types of
facilities.

The limited data available indicate that most
RCRA hazardous waste is still land disposed—
by one estimate for 1983, 68 percent was de-
posited in or on the Iandll—and available data
for the past several years do not yet show a ma-
jor shift away from land disposal. Less than 2
percent of RCRA regulated waste is inciner-
ated, and not much more is permanently treated
in other ways or recycled. Sometimes data for
a company or an industry show a drop in land
disposed waste, but this may be due to declin-
ing production.

Often what is called treatment of waste is sim-
ply removal and transfer, For example, evapo-
ration ponds and air stripping columns used
for treating liquid wastes purposefully put vola-
tile toxic chemicals into the air, and adsorp-
tion materials used to remove toxic chemicals
from liquids or gases are generally land dis-
posed. Statistics for industrial hazardous pol-
lutants in waste streams sent to publicly owned
water treatment plants indicate that only about
50 percent are permanently altered; the rest re-
main hazardous and are released into the air
as volatile emissions, discharged into surface
waters, or put into the land as sludge, where
hazardous substances can migrate into ground-
water.lz There are concerns about emissions
of unregulated toxic chemicals resulting from
incineration; according to EPA more than half

1’ [ I .S. Congress, (congressional Budget  (lffice,  Hazardous
tl’a.ste ,~lanagcment:  Recent  (:hanges  a n d  Policj A/ternati~c.s
(tl’ashington,  1)(;: U.S. Government Printing Office, Nla)  1985).

I z [;, S, F: rl~,i r. n ment al Prote(: t io n Agenf;  }r, Report  to ~’[)IIgI’(~.s’.$
on the Discbarge  of Hazardous L$rastes  to Pub]iclsr O\~,IIed  7“rc,j t-
ment  i!’ork.  s, E PA/530 -S\l’-86-OO4  (\$rash  ington,  DC: Office 01
Jf’ater RegLl]ations  and Standards. Fehruar’j’  1986), I), 7-6,
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of hazardous waste incinerators in 1981 used
no air pollution control systems at all.13

The widespread potential for cross-media
transfer in waste management and treatment
is an important reason for giving primacy to
waste reduction. Two examples illustrate how
existing environmental programs can lead to
cross-media transfers of pollutants:

1.

2.

Air pollution and water pollution control
or treatment techniques produce hazard-
ous solid waste such as baghouse dusts and
sludges that include toxic metals, often in
very large quantities. At one major com-
mercial hazardous waste landfill these
types of wastes accounted for 25 percent
of its receipts in 1984. At a major petro-
leum refinery, fully 60 percent of all the
hazardous wastes come from required air
and water pollution control devices.
Solid waste surface impoundments, land-
fills, water treatment units, and some clean-
ups of contaminated groundwater and soil
release unregulated toxic air emissions. An
EPA study found the Northeast Philadel-
phia Sewage Treatment Plant to be the
largest single source of air toxics in the en-
tire metropolitan area, greater than such
major industrial facilities as refineries and
chemical plants.

Another reason for giving primacy to waste
reduction is that the current regulatory system
sanctions the generation of certain amounts of
waste, and these can accumulate to environ-
mentally unacceptable levels when postpollu-
tion control discharges from many generators
enter the environment. Regulatory permits
given to a generator for specific wastes are not
necessarily based on standards, but rather on
what is technically feasible for the generator.
Nor is there necessarily effective enforcement
of the limits imposed by permits. Moreover, cer-
tain kinds of wastes, such as toxic chemicals,
are not necessarily covered by permits geared
to conventional pollutants. The result is that
large amounts of legal and illegal waste dis-

131z.  Timothy  Oppelt, “Hazardous Waste Destruction, ” llnv~-
ronrnental  Science and  Technolog.v,  vol. 20, No. 4, April 1986,
pp. 312-318.

charges are entering the environment. For ex-
ample, an EPA study found that over 3,OOO tons
of toxic metals were entering the Chesapeake
Bay annually from industries in Maryland and
Virginia. Many believe that cumulative dis-
charges of hazardous waste have played a role
in the declining marine life of the Bay. (For ex-
ample, even while environmental regulations
escalated, commercial catches of striped bass
fell from 6 million pounds in 1970 to 600,000
pounds in 1983. Oyster harvests have dropped
by two-thirds in the last 20 years. )14

In sum, to an unacceptable degree, hazard-
ous waste management involves disposal or dis-
persal of waste into the environment. Some of
this pollution may not be too troublesome. For
example, the atmosphere or the ocean may be
able to assimilate fairly large quantities of some
substances without causing harm to the envi-
ronment or to human health. But much of this
disposal or dispersal into air and water is
known to pose severe environmental threats.
Many land disposal practices, which have been
proven harmful, illustrate this point. In many
other cases, the long-range effects of disposal
and dispersal practices can only be classified
as unknown. Effective waste treatment is often
expensive, which is why most wastes are not
treated effectively, Even when new technology
makes lower costs possible, firms offering these
technologies often encounter market entry
problems that limit the availability of these
methods, For example, there is a host of tech-
nical, economic, and institutional explanations
for the fact that recycling is not used more
widely, Waste disposal, which generally has the
lowest direct cost, should be permitted only
when the user is able to demonstrate that waste
disposal will accomplish environmental pro-
tection and that no costs will be shifted to other
parties. But at present waste generators often
only have to deal with the immediate costs of
land disposal, and government still sanctions
its use for many wastes rather than limiting it
to the residues of treatment, which will always
require land disposal.

lq’’’rhe  Poisoning of Chesapeake Bay, ” The Washington Post,
June 1, 1986, p. 1.
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The most important reason why waste reduc-
tion should be the first option of generators is
because all waste treatment and recycling fa-
cilities pose some environmental risk and thus
require effective regulation. The most certain
means of preventing environmental risk is
through waste reduction. Waste reduction is
also preferable to most waste management
practices because it can lead to lower direct
costs and higher indirect benefits. As a recent
report by the French Government said: “Avoid-
ing the creation of pollution seems to be the
best way to fight against it, technically and eco-
nomically, “15 Similarly, analysts in the U.S.
waste management industry studying alterna-
tives to land disposal of hazardous waste re-
cently concluded:

Obviously, the most preferred is the preven-
tion of generation. This option usually is the

least costly and does not require other manage-
ment options, such as detoxification or volume
reduction .16

If waste reduction has primacy, then: 1) its
possibilities should always be thoroughly ex-
plored before waste management is used, and
2) the allocation of public and private resources
should reflect its priority. As will be discussed
later with regard to technology, the fact is that
significant waste reduction is underway and
experience in the United States and elsewhere
indicates that waste reduction is a near-term
practical option, even though it is not possible
to estimate accurately the upper limit of how
much is technically and economically feasible.

15 N1  i(;  haf;  l R,  ol,[;r(;  ilsh,  ‘rec.hnjques  for lndustria/  Pollution [’r(?-
~’cntion (Chelsea,  N1 I: I,e\\is Pub] ishers,  Inc., 1986),  p. 29. Baswl
on Nlin istere  df; 1‘ Ent’ironnernent,  I.f?s Techniquf?s ProJJres  clans
l’lndustric  Frijnf;aise,  t ranslated I)\’ Nlichelle  1,. L)eHertogh.

16R.  ]. sc h Ocnherger  and hl. H. [:orh i n * “-I’echnologies  for Ilaz-
a rdous  ilrwite Reduct  ion—A .State of the Art Re\”ie\!’,  paper ~)r[:-
sented  at ‘1’h i rd H a zarcious Waste  N1 a n age ment  (:() n fc r(; n(: [:,
Philadelphia, PA, June 1985.

THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION

Have other nations also come to the conclu-
sion that waste reduction is important? The de-
gree of interest in waste reduction among gov-
ernments in other industrialized nations varies
(see app. B]. Some governments have taken lit-
tle or no action. The United Kingdom, for ex-
ample, has decided to concentrate its efforts
on ensuring adequate waste management, while
Japan has concentrated on promoting reuse or
recycling technologies. Other governments are
just beginning to take action. Canada has, until
recently, left waste reduction up to its Provinces.
Ontario, for example, has initiated substantial
waste reduction efforts. This situation is likely
to change, however; the Canadian Federal Gov-
ernment will be holding a major policy plan-
ning meeting in October 1986 to outline a plan
for coordinated Federal and Provincial action
on waste reduction.

Most European governments (e.g., France, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, Norway,

Denmark, The Netherlands, and Austria) have
exercised more leadership in waste reduction
and have devoted more money to waste reduc-
tion than the United States. While the develop-
ment of governmental programs to promote
waste reduction dates from the early 1980s in
the United States, these West European coun-
tries have been supporting the concept of “low-
and non-waste technologies” (or “clean tech-
nologies”) since the 1970s. As is the case here,
there are no data from European countries on
which to base an assessment of waste reduc-
tion, so it is impossible to know if government
activity has resulted in higher levels of reduc-
tion there than here. Differences in definitions
for hazardous waste and waste reduction also
hamper comparisons both between Europe and
the United States and among European nations.
However, it is important to note that European
nations have generally not established as ex-
tensive environmental regulatory programs as
has the United States. This absence of a pollu-
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tion control culture may have helped to facili-
tate interest and investment by Europeans in
waste reduction.

The experiences of these governments in pro-
moting waste reduction among their industries
may be instructive to U.S. policy makers. Euro-
pean governments have focused on assistance
to and cooperation with waste generators as
well as on government and industrial planning
for waste reduction. This is consistent with
their nonregulatory approach to environmental
protection.

West European experiences may also present
a challenge to the United States because waste
reduction has been used as a tool to improve
industrial efficiency, growth, and international
competitiveness and not solely for environ-
mental protection. Some U.S. firms have also
taken this position. For example, a Du Pent ex-
ecutive has said:

Waste reduction can also give us a leg up
competitively. In the past, few companies fac-

tored the costs of waste disposal into their
manufacturing processes, Today, an economi-
cal and environmentally acceptable plan for
waste management may well make Du Pent the
low-cost producer–and hold the key to the
success or failure of many of our businesses.17

To the extent that Europe’s lead in waste re-
duction results in more efficient processes and
increased productivity among European indus-
tries, U.S. firms in similar industrial sectors
may be placed in an inferior competitive posi-
tion. In addition, to the extent that a profitable
worldwide market for waste reducing technol-
ogies and techniques opens up in the coming
decade, U.S. firms may find it difficult to sell
their waste reduction expertise to industrial
operations here and overseas if Europeans are
offering a wider variet y of better techniques that
have been tested over a longer period of time.

1 TPaul A. Chubb, Wasteljne,  Spring 1986. ‘1’h is pub] ication  is
DU Pent’s new waste reduction newsletter.

ISSUES AND FINDINGS

To summarize the material in subsequent
chapters, OTA has defined eight issues which
are ‘presented here together with OTA’S
ings and brief explanatory discussions.

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  1 :

find-

1s waste reduction measured cor-
rectly in common practice?

OTA Finding:
Some companies do measure waste re-
duction correctly. They determine how
the generation of a specific waste from
a process has changed over time by ref-
erence to a unit production output. It
is even more useful to determine how
specific hazardous substances within
the waste have changed, again on a unit
production basis. For a new process or
product, the levels of waste generation
that occur with waste reduction meas-
ures should be compared to what would

have been generated without waste re-
duction, No current public database on
waste generation is coupled with infor-
mation on production output and no sig-
nificant amounts of disaggregated (i. e.,
plant- and process-specific) waste re-
duction data are in the public domain.
Waste generation information is thus
likely to be misleading about waste re-
duction.

Discussion

A major problem in analyzing waste reduc-
tion is deciding exactly how it should be meas-
ured and described. Waste reduction is far more
difficult to document with meaningful data than
it is to talk about in general terms, Most of the
limited data on waste generation available to
policy analysts are too aggregated over proc-
esses, plants, companies, and sometimes indus-
tries to prove or disprove that any given degree
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of waste reduction is taking place. Moreover,
the national database on the generation of haz-
ardous waste is in very poor condition. Ten
years after RCRA was enacted, the data on
waste generation are generally accepted to be
incomplete, out of date, unreliable, and sadly
lacking in detail. EPA itself has recently said
that: “vital data and analytical techniques are
still lacking. ”la Only a few States have infor-
mation that is more useful than that in the na-
tional database.

For hazardous wastes not regulated by RCRA,
the situation is no better. The most obvious
problem is that of toxic air emissions; there is
no reliable database for the range of toxic chem-
icals being released in large quantities into the
atmosphere.lg  As to water, there has been no
systematic nationwide collection of data on the
actual (rather than permitted) levels of dis-
charges for the full range of wastes, nor has
there been a tally of permitted levels.

In other words, the current pollution control
regulatory program has not given the Federal
Government the sort of extensive data that will
chart exactly what wastes are coming out of
every industrial operation. It is not at all clear
that even plant operators usually have this in-
formation.

Because almost everyone in the regulatory
agencies and industry has been preoccupied
with pollution control, the focus has been on
amounts of waste generated. When interest
shifts to waste reduction, however, statistics
on the absolute amounts of waste generated do
not suffice. The problem in examining any
waste generation data (national, State, or com-
— 1 ~[;~ ~~. N 1, ~at ~, [] i rc(;tor,  h4~n~~ernent  and Organ izat ion Di -
\Is ion, I T .S. [tn~i ronmental  IJrotectiorr  Agen(; y, memorandum
on  “Reorganization of the of fi[;e of Solid Waste, ” to Howar(l
\l, hl[~~sner. }l~~istant  Administrator, May 7, 1986, attachment 1.

Igf.’or  ~)~a 1lI1)I[; , i o a n un usuall} (;andid E 1lA document, the qual-
It} of t Ilt; Nat Ion air toxics  emissions data was d iscusse(l.  C;om-
nlent~ i n c l u d e d :  ‘ ‘ the emissions data base for air toxics  is
q u i t  [’ [)t)c)r “ “’I’here  are presentl}  no continuing and com-
prt’hensi  l(; F’(~ci(;ra I (mi~sion  inientor}’  data bases  maintaine(l

on ,] 1 r toxi(,s. ‘1’tl(;r(;  a Ix; no  regula  rl~ up(late(l, Lom [)utcrize(l, emis-
s i{ ) n 1 n 1’(;  n t () r~ S}” S t [:nl \ . “ “r[’h~:  e~ist in~ air tt)x ics emissions. .
sum nlCI ri(;~ (:[)me  from {i hodge])o(lge  of [i PA re])orts,  art iclf; s,
[;! [,. [’1’onl  I ,ah r[>, (jf f i(, e of ;\i  r Qual itf’ Plan n In: and Sta n(far(is,
( ,S. I;n\lrorl mental  I)r[)tf;(,tion  Agen(;}’, “(;htir;)(,t[:rixatlon  of
.l~(i ilat)lf>  N’iit Iont$i(l(!  Alr “1’ok  I(.\ E;ml\\ion\  I)ata, ” June 13, 1984,  I

pany level) is that over time industrial activity
changes, product mix changes, and environ-
mental regulatory requirements (which deter-
mine what is counted as a waste) change; all
three factors strongly affect waste generation
figures. Increasing economic activity and pro-
duction might mask waste reduction. Alterna-
tively, aggregated waste generation data which
show a decline over time may result from a
recession or from treatments that change waste
volume, such as dewatering and waste stream
separation, without any reduction in toxicity
or level of hazard. If one major industrial plant
maintains a very high volume aqueous waste
stream this can greatly affect aggregated data
for an industry segment on a State or even na-
tional basis.zo Although they may greatly reduce
waste management costs to the generator, ac-
tions that reduce waste volume by concentrat-
ing the hazardous content of a waste or that
reduce hazard level by diluting the hazardous
content are not considered waste reduction in
this report.

A good measure of waste reduction might be
on a process basis, such as the amount of waste
per hour of electroplating; an even better meas-
ure may be based on production, such as the
amount of waste produced per pound of chem-
ical or per computer. Indeed, several compa-
nies have said that putting waste generation on
a production output basis is how they measure
waste reduction. zl

20 For example,  data ok~er  a q-year  period for 324 chemical i)lants
incf icate  that solid hazardo  Lls ~i.aste dec reasecf  from 3.3 million
tons in 1981 to 1.3 million tons in 1984, and hazardous u’aste-
water de(; reased  from 207.8  million  tons in 1981 to 175.2 m il -
Iion tons in 1984. Some of this decline in waste generation is
undoubtedly a result of waste reduction. Ho\i’e\’er, concentra-
tion of hazardous substances, changes in production Ie\rels.  and
other factors may also contribute to the changes. [Chemical Nlam
ufactu  rers Association, “ResLl]ts of the 1984 CNIA Ilazardous
Waste Sur\’ey,  ” January 198(j, ]

ZY ~~’aste  Redu~tjoll-  The L ‘ntojd  .!tor~,  ~)ro(:et;  d i ngs of:] I.e~gu~
of Women t~oters  conference, Woods Hole, NIA, June 1985. But
no detailed waste reduction data on a production output has is
are given, although Mensa nto Co. noted: ‘‘Ah ~ol ut e total \t’a ste
generation volume decreased only 1.7 ~)erceot from 19B2  [o!]r

‘base )ear’ ] through 1984. L1 n it generation, however (pounds of
w’astclpounds  of prod Llction), decreased 19.7 percent!’ ‘rb  is il -
]Ll\trates ho~~” important it is to pLlt waste  reduction On a ])ro-
(i u(; t io n 011  t [)( I t basis. There were other exam  pies, i n a n swer  to
a question on  ho~i’  waste  re(iuction is defined. E x x o n  Chern ica]
A rneri(as  said: ‘‘Also use an inclex of tons of waste d it’ided bj’
ton> of pro(iu(:t prodll(:e(~ for comparison on a }f;ar to year ba-

(corrtinued  on next page)
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Consider data from the Sanford, North Caro-
lina, plating operation of Stanadyne, Inc. From
1983 to 1985 waste sludge decreased from
115,000 pounds to 110,000 pounds, just over
4 percent. But production hours had increased
from 2,380 to 4,550. Waste generation in terms
of production output dropped from 48.3 pounds
per hour to 24.2 pounds per hour, almost a 50-
percent decrease. This is the correct measure
of waste reduction. Even if waste generation
had increased 30 percent to 150,000 pounds in
1985, there still would have been 32-percent real
waste reduction. In other words, the correct
measure of waste reduction provides a remark-
ably good indication of the level of efficient use
of materials in industrial operations.

One problem with this method is that putting
waste reduction on a production output basis
raises concerns in companies about revealing
information they consider confidential. How-
ever, it is not necessary to report actual produc-
tion data. All that is necessary is to give the fi-
nal waste reduction percentage based on waste
generation and  production data, not based solely
on changes in the absolute amounts of waste
generated.

Disaggregated  waste percentage data can
then be pooled to obtain weighted (in terms of
relative amounts of waste) waste reduction
averages over a number of processes or opera-
tions, or even plants of a company, or compa-
nies of an industry (see box l-D). This kind of
averaging, or pooling, gives a true measure of
waste reduction and avoids proprietary prob-
lems. The key is to come up with disaggregated
percent waste reduction figures that are clearly
understood to be derived from production-
based waste generation data; without the pro-
duction base there can be no valid measure of
waste reduction.

(continued from previous page)

sis. This index properly considers growth via new products or
additional production. This index is similar to commonly used
energy indexes. ” Du Pent said: “Amount reduced per ton of
product–i.e., waste could increase in pounds, but still be reduced
as a fraction of production. ” Olin Corp. said: “Reduction in quan-
tity of waste generated per unit of product produced. ” Amoco
Chemicals Corp. said: “ . . waste reduction is . . a decrease
in the amount of waste requiring disposal per unit of product
produced. ”

There is one more critical problem in the
measurement of waste reduction, even when
using the approach just discussed. In the above
example, there was an implicit assumption that
the chemical nature of the waste did not change.
If a waste is not totally eliminated, however,
actions taken to reduce waste may also change
the chemical composition and the concentra-
tions of the components of the waste. There-
fore, examining changes in just the amount of
waste generated relative to production may not
reveal whether there has been a change in the
degree of hazard of the waste. Without a de-
crease in the degree of hazard of the waste, the
action is not considered waste reduction. For
example, as mentioned previously, large aque-
ous waste streams are generated by the chemi-
cal industry; some actions can reduce the water
content but not the amount of hazardous sub-
stances in the waste. Dewatering of a sludge
is another example of reducing the volume and
concentrating the hazardous content of a waste.
Neither case should be considered waste re-
duction,

Some waste reduction actions, such as chang-
ing process technology, may reduce some haz-
ardous components but increase others or in-
troduce new ones. Unless the basic chemistry
of a waste has remained constant, waste reduc-
tion data may not accurately indicate what has
occurred. zz Several questions need to be an-
swered in order to flag suspect or meaningless
waste reduction data: Has the waste reduction
resulted from an action that concentrated haz-
ardous content? Has the waste reduction re-
sulted from an action that changed the chemis-
try of the waste? Has the waste reduction
resulted from some unknown activity? Unless
a negative answer can be given to these ques-
tions with certainty, the bare waste reduction
data (on a production output basis] may not ac-
curately reflect what OTA defines as true waste
reduction. To go much beyond asking these
simple questions would, however, require con-
siderable analytical effort.

zzrrhis is also the Case if a ‘‘dry weight’ of an aqueous m’aste
is used, While changes in dry ~veight a~’oid the problem of report-
ing changes in water content only, they do not necessarily re-
\’eal changes in the hazardous (;ontent  of the non aqueous por-
tion of the waste.
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Box I-D.—The Measurement of Waste Reduction

Case #l; Waste reduction for a specific waste generating industrial processor operation for which
a production output can be identified and there is no change in the chemical makeup of the waste.

Percent Waste Reduction = WR = [(A - B)/A] X 100
where,
A = amount of waste generated in the previous year/production output
B = amount of new waste generated in the previous year/production output)

Example calculation, given that:
in year chemical produced waste generated

1984 500,000 pounds 50,000 pounds
1985 600,000 pounds 40,000 pounds

then,
A = 50,000/500,000 = 0.1
B = 40,000/600,000 = 0.07

and
WR = [(0.1 - 0.07)/0.1] X 100 = 30 percent waste reduction

Thus, waste was reduced by 30 percent on a production output basis from 1984 to 1985 while
chemical production increased 100,000 pounds (20 percent). If waste generated in 1985 had been
55,OOO pounds (i.e., an absolute increase of 10 percent in amount of waste generated), then on a pro-
duction output basis there would still have been waste reduction since:

A = 0.1
B = 55,000/600,000 = 0 . 0 9

and
WR = [(0.1 - 0.09)/0.1] X 100 = 10 percent waste reduction

Case x2: Waste reduction for a plant with more than one waste generating process or operation.

Overall Percent Waste Reduction = WRtotal =
(M1/Mtot)WRl  + (M2/Mtot)WR2 + (M3/Mtot)WR3 + . . . (Mn/Mtot)WRn

where,
Mn = amount of waste from nth (first, second, third, . . . nth) waste generating process or

operation
Mtot = total amount of waste generated in plant operations
WRn = percent waste reduction from the nth waste generating process or operation

Case x3: Waste reduction for a company with more than one waste generating plant or an indus-
try with more than one waste generating company would be calculated as above, with the weighted
percent waste reduction figures for the plants or companies and Mtot for the company or industry.

The best way to measure waste reduction is
to determine the changes in the absolute
amounts of hazardous components. This is con-
s iderably more expensive than obtaining data
on changes in the total amounts of waste. With-
out guidance on the relative degrees of hazard
of specific hazardous substances, waste gener-
a to rs c OU1 d face burdensome analytical costs
for periodic measurements of the complete

chemistry of their wastes, which may be highIy
complex and vary over time. The current reg-
ulatory system has, for the most part, done 1 it-
tle to differentiate hazard levels among the
Inan}’ hundreds of common hazardous sub-
stances. Therefore, if the government is to en-
courage effect i~’c \\Taste  reduction, it may h a\Te

to assist generators in selecting the most haz-
ardous components of w’astes  for measurement
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and reduction. The National Research Coun-
cil stated:

To encourage waste reduction practices, the
committee recommends modification to the
regulatory definitions to include the degree of
hazard.zs

If the government does not establish a means
to differentiate among hazardous substances,
then using changes in the amount of waste on
a production output basis in combination with
flagging data that should be excluded is the best
compromise. This method would also be a sub-
stantial improvement over the current practice
of making measurements of waste generation
that are uncorrected for changes in production
output.

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  2 :
Is the absence of solid information
on waste reduction a barrier to gov-
ernment and industry’s ability to
take initiatives to step up waste re-
duction?

OTA Finding:
Rather than delaying waste reduction
while more data are collected, the de-
velopment of better information can be
made part of waste reduction programs.
An information gap does not have to be
a barrier to waste reduction initiatives
by government and industry, but initia-
tives should emphasize the need for ac-
quiring better information to document
their effectiveness and progress. Even
if the government were to take no fur-
ther action, there would still be a criti-
cal need to obtain information on the
national waste reduction effort.

Discussion

Opinions about the current state of waste
reduction—how much is possible, and whether
further government action is needed—are based
almost entirely on perceptions, anecdotes, and
examples rather than on systematic data. Only
—-. - — -- -

Z3pJ:it  it)ndl  Research  c~un[:i],  Rd[icjxlg  Hazardous waSfe  (kIl-
eration  [Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 1985), p. 31,

a monumental government effort could com-
pile systematic and reliable data on waste re-
duction for American industry. The experience
with the RCRA waste generation data system
shows that it would  be remarkably difficult for
government to gather and analyze accurate and
timely  data from a very large number of com-
panies and for an even larger number of proc-
esses and waste streams. Even reliable data
would not reveal what actions, out of a broad
range of possibilities, a specifi”c  industrial oper-
ation might reasonably undertake to reduce
waste, because so much of what is technically
and economically feasible is site-specific.

The costs and benefits of overcoming these
obstacles are difficult to assess but are prob-
ably substantial. Nevertheless, this uncertainty
and the time it would take to put together ex-
tensive data on waste reduction do little to
resolve current questions, which must be ad-
dressed in formulating policy recommenda-
tions. Should government pursue some direct
approach for spurring waste reduction in the
near term? Or should it wait and give the sys-
tem a chance to respond to current indirect in-
centives (which are working to some extent)?

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  3 :
Can industry implement waste re-
duction while remaining in compli-
ance with pollution control regu-
la t ions?

OTA Finding:
Environmental protection argues for
simultaneous efforts toward reduction
and control. But practical limits to in-
dustrial resources suggest that many
waste generators may need regulatory
flexibility and technical assistance to
permit a smooth transition from pollu-
tion control to waste reduction.

Discussion

The current state of waste reduction in in-
dustry raises a number of issues for industry
itself, for government, and for other individ-
uals or organizations interested in examining
waste reduction. In industry, as in government,
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waste reduction has generally been a part of
existing pollution control efforts. Companies
with major waste reduction programs, however,
often shift waste reduction to the production
arena. The historical linkage of waste reduc-
tion to pollution control may be one of the ob-
stacles faced by government and industry in
their attempts to promote widespread waste re-
duct ion.

For examp]e, Federal regulatory programs in
themselves are sometimes counterproductive
or inattentive to waste reduction; they are
mostly driven by available, proven pollution
control technology rather than by health and
environmental considerations. This means that
certain levels of waste generation are approved
by regulations. The result, therefore, is that end-
of-pipe regulatory programs legally allow the
generation of hazardous waste and do not di-
rectl~~  stimulate waste reduction. Of course, the
pollution control approach does offer environ-
mental protection. Waste reduction, however,
offers more, and the government’s approach to
environmental protection has kept attention and
resources from being directed towards waste re-
duction.

Telling industry to comply with pollution
cent rol regulations and simultaneously reduce
waste ignores practical limits to industrial re-
sources, Regulatory compliance is expensive.
F’or many companies, capital investments for
pollution control and the costs of regulatory
compliance can foreclose any but the simplest
efforts at waste reduction, even though success-
ful waste reduction will very quickly reduce
regulatory compliance and waste management
costs. The difficulty for a generator, then, is to
continue to invest and spend on regulatory com-
pliance and improved waste management while
at the same time investing and spending on
waste reduction. It seems like a Catch-22 situa-
tion. The answer may be not to force a choice
between waste reduction and pollution control.
If flexibility can be introduced into the current
regulat  orjr s~’stem  and if’ assistance for waste
reduction is offered, switching emphasis o~’er
to wraste  reduction can be facilitated. But while
the transition is being made, environmental
protection must be maintained. As will be dis-

cussed in chapter 3, waste generators will un-
avoidably face an investment-uncertainty hurdle
as they proceed with waste reduction.

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  4 :
H a s  U . S .  i n d u s t r y  r e d u c e d  t h e
generation of  hazardous waste to
the greatest  degree possible?

OTA Finding:
Waste reduction is a dynamic opportu-
nity contingent on a host of changing
technical, economic, human, and insti-
tutional factors. Thus, substantially
more waste reduction is feasible and
more will become feasible. Setting a na-
tional voluntary waste reduction goal
of perhaps 10 percent annually for 5
years could be useful.

Discussion

Some companies believe that there are few
if any remaining waste reduction opportuni-
ties. In particular, some larger companies feel
that they have accomplished all the waste re-
duction that they can. Many of industry’s state-
ments about waste reduction are reminiscent
of 197o’s statements about industrial energy
conservation. What this means is that, to a signi-
ficant extent, waste reduction may be blocked
by individual attitudes based on limited infor-
mation and experience, rather than on lack of
effective technology.

●

●

●

●

Are managers, design engineers, research-
ers, and plant engineers and workers fa-
miliar with all the technical means to re-
duce waste?
Have they examined all waste reduction
opportunities? Does their organization re-
~~ard waste reduction efforts?
Have they been able to see the economic
value of a waste in terms of its worth as
m’asted raw material and its costs as a pol-
lutant to be managed and as a potential lia-
bil it}’?
Do environmental engineers who are trained
in and preoccupied with end-of-pipe man-
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agement consider front-end changes? Are
they technically equipped to recognize
waste reduction opportunities throughout
a process?
Are traditional mass or material balance
calculations, which some companies per-
form to describe inputs and outputs, sen-
sitive enough to reveal small amounts of
waste that may be of great economic and
environmental significance?
Do companies consider reducing all wastes,
including those that are unregulated or are
currently released into the environment
according to the limits imposed by a
permit?

While no generalization is correct for all com-
panies, OTA finds that for the most part the
answer to all the above questions is “no. ” The
conclusion is that there are substantial oppor-
tunities for waste reduction, even though it is
not possible to give numbers for specific wastes
and industries. The challenge is to persuade and
assist most American waste generators to do
what a few companies have already discovered
is in their own economic self-interest.

Rather than attempting to forecast future
amounts of waste reduction, which cannot be
done with accuracy because of the nearly un-
bounded methods of implementation and be-
cause of site-specific limitations, it might be
more useful to focus on a voluntary waste re-
duction goal. Government could set, for exam-
ple, a goal  of perhaps 10 percent annually over
5 years for plants, companies, and the Nation
as a whole. This level of activity appears feasi-
ble, based on reports of recent successful efforts.
For example, a survey asked various large com-
panies whether, after accounting for produc-
tion changes, waste generation had decreased
from 1984 to 1985. The answers are impressive.
The percentage reductions reported are: Rohm
& Haas, 10 percent; Exxon Chemical Americas,
10 percent; olin, 34 percent from 1981 to 1985;
Du Pent, 50 percent and 35 percent for two di-
visions; 3M, 50 percent over 1975 to 1985; and
two companies, which did not put data on a
production output basis, indicated that gener-
ation dropped: IBM reported a drop of 17 per-
cent; Hewlett Packard, 16 percent for the years

1983 to 1984.24 Naturally, not every waste gener-
ator would be able to match figures such as
these, If a national goal were to be set, it should
not be as a regulatory requirement, but as a way
to stimulate interested and informed support for
implementing waste reduction.

It is difficult to know, however, how far pub-
licized waste reduction success stories can be
extrapolated. Companies that are not pursuing
waste reduction goals normally remain silent.
Some companies do not agree with this optimis-
tic view of waste reduction possibilities because
they feel that limitations are posed by their site
or their history. However, most people work-
ing in the field are optimistic about the poten-
tial for waste reduction. A recent major study
of waste reduction in 29 organic chemical
plants is significant,zs Some of its findings were:

. , . despite the kinds of benefits companies
could reap from waste reduction, and despite
all the talk about the critical importance of this
strategy by those in and outside the industry,
waste reduction initiatives were actually af-
fecting only a tiny fraction of the total wastes
generated by our 29 plants. It is our belief that
virtually every facility generating wastes in the
form of air emissions, wastewaters and solids
has substantial and beneficial opportunities to
pursue waste reduction at the source.28

Another study of waste reduction made the
same point:

. . . most of the industrial efforts in the nation
are currently in the initial phase in the devel-
opment and implementation of hazardous
waste reduction programs. Significant oppor-
tunities exist to reduce the generation of haz-
ardous waste . . . 27

A Du Pent official recently said:

we will see considerable reductions in the
percentage of waste generated per pound of

z~l~’~sff~ Re(/[JCfjofl-7’}le  OIlgOI’Ilg  Saga, proceedings of a Tufts
Uni\wrsity  Center for Environmental hldnagement  conference,
Woods Ilole,  NfA, June 1986.

ZS]];II,  id Sarokirl, et a],, Cutting Chen];c;a]  [~’;~.$te.s  ( ~f?w’ }’Ork:

INFORM, 1985).
z“tlavid Sarokin,  “Waste Reduction in the Organic  Chemical

Industry, ” paper presented at (lo~ernment  Institutes’ l+aziird-
ous and Solid Waste  Minimization Conference, Llay 1986.

~TNat ional Research  (Uolln(:il,  Reducing HaZardOUS  ~~’aStC  Cell-
er~tiun  [M’ashington,  DC: National  Aca(lemy  l>ress, 1985], p, 5.
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product produced, just as we have seen reduc-
tions in the consumption of energy over the
last ten years.28

Finally, a senior EPA official recently said:
“Principally, I agree that not enough waste re-
duction is going on at present. ”2g The Depart-
ment of Defense is establishing goals for large
amounts of waste reduction.

SUMMARY ISSUE 5:
Do technological l imitations pose
a major obstacle to waste reduction?

OTA Finding:
The phrase waste reduction technology
is misleading. It is more useful to think
of waste reduction in terms of a wide
range of latent technological opportu-
nities that exist throughout the produc-
tion system. These opportunities can be
taken advantage of with a spectrum of
technical means that vary greatly in
technical complexity, cost, and effec-
tiveness. The technical and economic
feasibility of waste reduction has mean-
ing only in the context of and from the
perspective of a specific industrial plant
operation. While some means of waste
reduction are transferable from one site
to another, it cannot be assumed that
what works at one place will be both
technically and economically feasible
at another. However, there are some
waste reduction opportunities that are
broadly applicable because they employ
commonly used materials and are effec-
tive for commonly used processes.

Discussion

OTA has concluded that waste reduction
should be viewed as a criterion to assess almost
any industrial process and operation rather
than as a unique type of technology, machine,
or even field of expertise (see ch. 3). The tech-
—

‘“j, i{o~~ard ‘1’od(i, “tl’astt; Re[lu[:ti(]n I n d u s t r y  (;hallongc,’”
[)a~)f!r  giiwn at IJindhcrgh Sjmposium  on [ln~ironmcrlt an(l Tfx:}l-

nolog~’, orland[), 1:1,, F’f;hruarJ 1  !)tl(i.

N(: h rl Stol)}l [Jr j, [ )[~ggf;( t, ~p[;e[; h g II ~;n a t h’ [’~v J crsc\’ 1 n ~t it llt(!
of ‘1’w. h n[)l{)~t ~~m~)o~iu m, 1l’(;s/f: F!f’clr]f  (ion; Ho~i ‘l;c) Afakf’  It
Hap~)t’11 , Nlor. 1.2, 1 $lH(i.

nological means to reduce waste are imbedded
in all aspects of the production system. There-
fore, the phrase waste reduction technology,
although it is convenient to use, can lead to con-
fusion. Five classes of waste reduction are iden-
tified in this study:

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

recycling of a [potential] waste or part of
it at the site of its generation;
improvements in process technology and
equipment that alter the primary source of
waste generation;
improvements in plant operations (e. g., bet-
ter housekeeping, improved materials han-
dling and equipment maintenance, better
monitoring and automation of process
equipment, and improved waste tracking
or mass balances);
substituting raw materials that introduce
fewer hazardous substances or smaller
quantities of such substances into the pro-
duction process; and
redesign or reformulation of end products.

These options are given in order of decreas-
ing use as reported by the 99 companies in-
cluded in OTA’S  industry survey. Table I-2 sum-
marizes an analysis of major published case
examples of waste reduction in terms of the dis-
tribution of these five approaches over indus-
trial categories (also included is a class that in-
cludes measures deemed waste management
by OTA). The pattern of usage is the same as
that derived from the survey. In-process recy-
cling is the method closest to pollution control,
which may make it the easiest option to recog-
nize and implement. But there are important
limits to recycling, mostly of an economic na-
ture. Moreover, many times there are other
waste reduction measures possible that offer
greater benefits.

Contrary to what is sometimes said because
of concerns about product quality, improve-
ments in process technology and equipment ap-
pear to be a practical means to waste reduction.
Such improvements are very important because
often an entire waste stream can be eliminated.
The literature of case studies and examples of
successful waste reduction reveal that, contrary
to what is often assumed, this approach is often
possible without significant capital investment.
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Table 1“2.—lndustry Use of Waste Reduction Methods
.

Wa~~e reduction methods
——

Plant
operations

Process technology Process
inputs

End
products

Waste
management

1

In-process
recycling

—
1

.
6
6
5
5
3

30
3
3
4

12
23

1

Totals

1
1
1

13
12

5
13

5
105

5
7

12
30
58
12

Slcs Industry

Metal mining . . .
Nonmetallic mining except fuel
H e a v y  c o n s t r u c t i o n  .  .
Food  and  f ood  p rocess ing  .
T e x t i l e  m i l l  p r o d u c e s  . . .  .
Lumber  and  wood  p roduc ts
P a p e r  a n d  a l l i e d  p r o d u c t s .
P r i n t i n g  a n d  p u b l i s h i n g  .  .
Chemicals and allied products
Petroleum and coal products .

and equipment

10
14
16
20
22
24
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
49
76

— —
.
1
—
1
—
2
1
6
.

1
—
—
5
—

—
.
—
—
—
—
—
—
2

——
— — —

5
1

2
4—

— —
1
1

14
1

1 4
—

37
1
3
8

11
14

4

16

Leather and leather products .
Stone, clay, and glass products.
P r ima ry  me ta l  i ndus t r i es  . . .
Fabricated metal products . . . . .
Machinery, except electrical. . .
Electrical and electronic

— —
—
—
1
—

—
7
8
4

—
7
3

2
5

1
1

2 9
— 7

equipment . .
T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  e q u i p m e n t  .
Instruments and related

products. ., . ... . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous manufacturing

industries .
Electric, gas, and sanitary

services . . .
M i sce l l aneous  repair  services

4
1

— —
—

2 1 A1 —

2 . 2— —

1
—

10 11
— 1

—
—

— —
—

—
—1

Totals . . . . . . . 110 30 % -
19 3 - -- ‘-- ’56 - 314

SOURCE Office  of Technology Assessment, compiled from D Huisingh,  et al , Proven  Profits  From Po//uf/on  Prevent/on  (Washington DC: The Institute for Local Self.
Rellance,  19&5); Cornpend/urn  on Low and Non-waste Technologies (Geneva, Switzerland: United Nat Ions Economic Commission for Europe, 1981-84) four
VOIS , M. Overcash, Techniques for  Industrial Pollution Prevent/on (Chelsea,  M I Lewis Publishers, Inc , 1988) Ortglnally  assembled and developed as Les
Techniques Propres  clans /’/rrdustrie  Franca/se  (Paris. The Ministre  Du L’Envlronnement,  1982), U S Department of Defense, Environmental Leadership Project,
Industnal Processes To Reduce Generation of Hazardous Waste  at DOD Faci//t/es,  Phase 2 Report Evaluation of 18 Case Studies,  prepared by CH2M Hill
(T Hlgglns),  July 1985, D Sarokln,  et al , Cuff/rig Chemical Wastes  (New York INFORM, 1985); and Federal Minister for Research and Technology (DFVLR),
Enwronmenfa/  Profecflon  Techrro/og/es  (Cologne, West Germany DFVLR. December 1984) (Note that this last volume documents ongoina  research rather

the most difficult to accomplish. This is prob-
ably the only one of the five classes for which
there is not evidence of significant generic
waste reduction opportunities.

Generic opportunities are based on commonly
used processes or materials and thus are the
major means of promoting waste reduction
through intensive information transfer and
technical assistance. Examples include: re-
placement of organic solvent raw materials
with water-based ones, in-plant recycling of or-
ganic solvents, changes in process technology
and operations to reduce hazardous waste-
water generation, and changing material re-
moval techniques from chemical to mechani-
cal systems.

From the perspective of the plant operator,
waste reduction efforts that require significant
capital and human resources will always face
competition from expenditures related to pol-

than industrial appllcat!on  of technologies )

As waste reduction is increasingly pursued by
a generator this may change, but most U.S. ef-
forts have not yet reached that point. The use-
fulness of this method depends, however, on
the type of industry. Mature industries that use
continuous processes are likely to have few op-
portunities for changes in process technology,
but they may still have waste reduction oppor-
tunities in the other categories. Box 1-E illus-
trates one possible means of reducing hazardous
wastewater from the manufacture of acryloni-
trile by changing process technology. In terms
of weight, all hazardous wastewaters consti-
tute the single largest kind of hazardous waste.

Improvements in plant operations can be ac-
complished by every waste generator, typically
with little testing or capital investment. Oppor-
tunities for raw material changes may not be
present everywhere, but substantial waste re-
duction has been accomplished this way. Clearly,
end product changes by a waste generator are
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Box l-E.—Possible Process Technology Change for Reduction of Hazardous Wastewater
From Manufacture of Acrylonitrih

In 1985 acrylonitrile  ranked 38th in the list of the top 50 chemicals made in the United States,
ranked l%h out of the 26 organics  on the list, and had the highest annual growth rate of the organics
during 1975 to 1985 with an average of 6.8 percent. Production in 1985 was 2.35 billion pounds (1.1
million metric tons).1

For each metric ton of acrylonitrile  product manufactured, 400 metric tons of cooling water are
used.z For every gallon of cooling tower water circulated, a small fraction called blowdown  is dis-
carded to remove the buildup of slime and solids which accumulate during recirculation. This blow-
down contains toxic chemicals used as bactericide and fungicides and is a hazardous waste. A typi-
cal blowdown ratio is about 0.5 percent of the circulation rate. For the 400 metric tons of cooling
water used per ton of product, 2 metric tons of wastewater  are generated. About 2.2 million metric
tons of cooling wastewater  is generated annually.

A closed-loop coolant refrigeration system could be used in place of cooling with water. After
the coolant was used to cool the process, it would be compressed to a higher temperature and pres-
sure and then passed through a radiator that would reject the heat to the environment. The operating
costs for cooling would be from $17 to $60 per metric ton of products The costs for managing the
traditional cooling wastewater,  if the injection well costs are from $0.05 to $0.10 per gallon, are $26
to $52 per metric ton of product.

There is a clear potential for saving perhaps $2o per ton of product if closed-loop, efficient refrig-
eration is used instead of conventional water coding. For a 100,000 ton per year plant this means
a saving of about $2 million annually. Assuming that the capital costs of the refrigeration system
might be $5o million (at most about 10 percent of the original capital costs of the plant), then payback
would occur in a few years.

Whernical  & Ihgineering News, Apr. 21, 1986.
aHydrocmfxm  Processing, May 1977, p. 171.  The data are based on the Montedison-UOP process which differs from the more widely used

SOH1O process primarily because of a different catalyst. However, similar water use and wastewater generation can be assumed for both.
The operating costs of this refrigeration cycle can be estimated making the following assumptions: 1) cooling water temperature rise of

IZO F, 2) coefficient of performance ranges from 2 to 7, and 3) energy costs are $6.(M per kilowatt-hour.

Iution control requirements and from tradi-
[ ional corporate uses of resources to maintain
or improve competitiveness and profitability.
Thus, it becomes important to understand that
there is a spectrum of technical means to carry
out waste reduction and these vary greatly in
lechnica]  complexity, cost, and effectiveness.
Not all plant personnel will necessarily have
the technical ability or motivation to examine
all waste reduction options or to carry them
out. Nor should it be assumed that plant per-
son nel are aware of the benefits or need for rc-
duc ing waste, Senior management must give
priority to waste reduction, but this is far from
the only requirement,

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  6 :
If waste reduction is so site-specific,
would Federal initiatives pose risks
and problems for U.S.  industry?

OTA Finding:
There are well-founded technical and
economic reasons for industry, particu-
larly troubled manufacturing sectors, to
have concerns about government initia-
tives that might be inflexible. Some
initiatives might not be sensitive to alter-
natives to waste reduction and the lim-
ited capabilities of some companies or
plants within companies to reduce  waste.
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On the other hand, Federal actions
would have to exert enough pressure on
waste generators to bring about serious
evaluations of the technical and eco-
nomic aspects of waste reduction op-
portunities at their sites.

Discussion

It is difficult to generalize—strictly from a
waste reduction standpoint—about what can
be done technically within a specific plant oper-
ation at a particular time. Equipment, physi-
cal layout, control instrumentation, raw mate-
rials, product specifications, and volume of
output may vary significantly from plant to
plant, even for plants making the same prod-
uct. All of these and probably other factors will
affect the applicability and difficulty of any
waste reduction approach. Different amounts
of R&D, testing, capital investment, and time
may be required for different plants. The ef-
fectiveness of a given approach to waste reduc-
tion will vary among plants, although they use
the same process technology or produce the
same product. In one operation a given ap-
proach may eliminate an entire waste stream;
in another operation it might not.

Many large companies that are able to man-
age their hazardous wastes onsite prefer waste
treatment to waste reduction, particularly if
they are treating wastes rather than using land
disposal. From such an industrial perspective,
environmental protection is served by pollu-
tion control and waste management methods
that are allowable under  the law and that re-
duce the use of land disposal. Indeed, many in
industry believe that waste treatment is just as
valuable a means of achieving pollution pre-
vention as is waste reduction. (On the basis of
the thermodynamic principle of steady entropy
increase, however, it is more efficient to pre-
vent pollution before waste is created and given
a chance to disperse.) Capital and technical re-
quirements for waste reduction may be rejected
because so much investment has been made
for pollution control. For all these reasons, the
flexibility of Federal initiatives is of concern
to industry.

It is also difficult to generalize about meth-
ods that will be cost-effective, economically fea-
sible, or profitable at a particular site. In gen-
eral, making quantitative estimates regarding
waste reduction is difficult. There are many fac-
tors on the cost and benefit sides of the equa-
tion that are bound to vary substantially from
one generator or waste to another (see box 1-
F). Yet being able to predict the economic fea-
sibility y or practicality y of an action at a specific
industrial site is critical to those who are about
to take action to reduce waste, A great deal de-
pends on the economic circumstances and in-
ternal evaluation criteria of a company or a spe-
cific plant. Not all companies will apply strict
financial criteria, such as a minimum return
on investment, in order to carry out waste re-
duction, but some will. For some, only the more
immediate costs and benefits of waste reduc-
tion seem important, but other companies fac-
tor in uncertain, potentially large long-term lia-
bilities of pollution control, There are also many
potential but uncertain benefits that may come
from waste reduction. Taking waste reduction
seriously may trigger substantial, innovative
changes in manufacturing technology. A new
focus on waste reduction offers an opportunity
to reappraise and modernize plant process tech-
nology. All too often economic factors are used
prematurely to dismiss serious consideration
of waste reduction. Thus, while government ac-
tions need to be flexible, they also need to ex-
ert enough pressure on waste generators to en-
sure that they take action to evaluate thoroughly
the technical and economic aspects of waste
reduction measures.

The site-specific character of waste reduc-
tion also raises the issue of possible negative
effects of government initiatives that might not
be sufficiently flexible. For example, the more
mature an industrial technology in a plant and
the older the plant is, the more costly any but
the simplest forms of waste reduction are likely
to be. It is often very difficult for existing in-
dustrial operations to make capital-intensive
changes in basic technology and processes for
waste reduction; the situation can be entirely
different when new operations are being de-
signed. However, as noted earlier, considerable
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Box I-F.—Problems in Assessing the Costs and Benefits of Waste Reduction

Costs Will Vary

Information.—It is often necessary to spend money on a waste reduction audit, for example, to
get detailed information about wastes. These costs can be high for operations that generate many
different kinds of waste from a multitude of processes and for firms that change their product mix
frequently. For smaller firms with fewer resources these costs may be a significant obstacle. Although
an audit may be avoided at the simplest stages of waste reduction, as more complex waste reduction
is pursued, it will likely have to be done. It is also necessary to spend money to get information about
waste reduction methods.

Testing and R&D.—Sometimes testing and even formal R&D are necessary to: 1) assess the tech-
nical and economic feasibility of specific waste reduction measures, and 2) identify risks to product
quality posed by some waste reduction measures. These costs are likely to grow as a waste generator
moves toward more complex methods to reduce waste.

Capital Investment.— Implementation often involves virtually no capital, but sometimes—and per-
haps increasingly so as waste reduction is pursued—significant capital investment maybe necessary.

Operations and Production.—Implementation may involve some operating and maintenance costs
that should not be ignored.

Training.—Spending on training for workers may be required so that they can implement and
work effectively with new waste reducing processes.

Management.— Identification of waste reduction opportunities and effective implementation may
require spending on management systems, including better accounting of costs, measurement of waste
reduction, and administering reward and incentive programs for workers.

Benefits Are Often Uncertain

Avoided Waste Management.— Savings of all sorts must be assessed, including: 1) direct savings
on handling, storage, transport, and treatment or disposal (even if wastes are managed onsite); and
2) indirect savings on the costs of regulatory compliance, legal advice, insurance, and managerial
time. Basing estimates of direct savings on current costs maybe misleading because waste manage-
ment costs continue to rise substantially. Estimates of both direct and indirect savings may also be
difficult to make because they require anticipating future regulatory actions and their effect on waste
management costs and practices. Accounting systems that do not impose waste management costs
on specific waste generating activities bias decisions against waste reduction.

Avoided Liabilities.—Assessment of these is necessary, but can be very uncertain. For example,
future cleanup costs for contaminated sites and future costs for victim compensation or regulatory
noncompliance may be difficult to estimate. A company may have no records on which to base these
costs and may not use probabilistic estimates, or may use high discount rates to minimize the effect
of long-term costs—both of which bias decisions against waste reduction. If large liabilities exist be-
cause of past practices, it may be reasoned that waste reduction to reduce additional liabilities may
be insignificant. Unless liability costs are imposed on a specific waste generating activity, decisions
may be biased against waste reduction.

Reduction in Raw Material Use.—Often there is a cost saving that is significant over time.

Indirect Economic Benefits.—These may be substantial, but hard to assess. They include: im-
provements in materials, labor, or energy productivity that reduce operating costs; reductions in costs
associated with the presence of hazardous materials such as for worker exposures; more effective
use of managers’ time; the value of waste reduction in marketing, public relations, and financial trans-
actions. If these benefits are not accounted for, decisions may be biased against waste reduction.
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waste reduction is being accomplished with-
out significant capital investment.

Many American manufacturing industries
are having major competitive problems marked
by plant closings, employment cutbacks, and
loss of market share to imports. These indus-
tries may face major financial and human re-
source limitations to waste reduction. A shift
away from a voluntary waste reduction approach
is likely to be viewed apprehensively by trou-
bled industries, which already cite the heavy
costs of coping with existing pollution control
programs. Also, areas with high and persistent
unemployment are likely to worry about any-
thing that could further burden their surviving
industries. For such companies, assistance and
regulatory flexibility may be key.

S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  7 :
S h o u l d  t h e  F e d e r a l  G o v e r n m e n t
move from a mostly voluntary ap-
proach to waste reduction to a more
prescr ip t ive  approach?

OTA Finding:
A choice cannot be made between a
voluntary and a prescriptive approach
on the basis of good, quantitative data
because such data do not exist. More-
over, there are other, less extreme, op-
tions open to government that might be
effective, such as persuasion, assistance,
offering incentives, and providing in-
formation. Qualitatively, it is possible
to conclude that action short of a pre-
scriptive approach could markedly in-
crease the pace and scope of waste
reduction. OTA has reached this con-
clusion based on the following:

● the government has done little to
draw attention to waste reduction
but has imposed substantial regu-
latory requirements for pollution
control which themselves limit re-
sources for waste reduction,

● there is no generally accepted def-
inition of waste reduction that clearly
distinguishes it from waste man-
agement,

● there is no standard way to meas-
ure waste reduction, and

s there is no consensus or policy that
articulates the position that waste
reduction should apply to all regu-
lated and unregulated hazardous
waste and all environmental media,

Discussion

There is a fundamental antipathy in indus-
try toward government involvement in the front
end of production, where waste reduction must
take place, and there is a strong belief that the
voluntary approach to waste reduction is the
proper one. However, any waste management
facility—onsite as well as commercial, treat-
ment as well as disposal—poses environmental
risks and requires effective government regu-
lation and enforcement. Therefore, some be-
lieve that government ought to require waste
reduction just as it requires pollution control
measures.

As long as waste reduction is a voluntary ef-
fort by industry, the site-specific character of
waste reduction can be handled by the individ-
ual waste generator. But if government were to
require waste reduction, it would face major
difficulties in determining what is technically
and economically feasible or practical for a spe-
cific industrial operation. Hence, the wisdom
of involving government in production is a crit-
ical issue, made all the more difficult to resolve
by the substantial uncertainty about how much
waste reduction is possible or feasible for in-
dustry in general and for specific operations
in particular, There is also some uncertainty
about how willing industry is to examine and
use the full range of options available to imple-
ment waste reduction. As a spokesman from
the Chrysler Corp. said:

. . . the economics that have prevailed consid-
ered only the ‘front door’ costs without regard
to ‘back door’ costs, These factors . . . have not
caused a sufficient concern to drive new tech-
nology with the overall cost viewpoint to prod-
uct in and waste out.so

30~’aste  Reductjon—  The Untold StorLy, proceedings of a I.eague
of Women  Voters conference. Woods Hole, MA, June 1985.



Whether it be for environmental or economic
reasons, does waste reduction have primacy in
most of LJ. S. industry”? A recent study asked a
similar question and concluded:

The present status (1982-86) is that a major
[! ffort  in waste minimization [waste reduction
as defi n cd here and offs i te rc[;}’c 1 i rig], across
(1 i~’erse (categories of industr}’  has not been un-
(ic rt a ke n. 31

Many in industry want to reduce wastes, but
do not know how to start or do not know how
to move beyond the simplest measures. Others
believe that they have accomplished all the
waste reduction that they can and that if more
opportunities present themselves they will re-
spond in any way that is feasible. But it is not
clear what definition they are using for waste
reduction; whether they are talkin~ about not
generating waste to begin with or whether they
are talking simply about avoiding land disposal,
It is also not clear whether they are consider-
ing the reduction of all hazardous wastes or
only those regulated under RCRA.  Often indus-
try sees waste reduction as something that must
take its own course, that will be accomplished
when its time arrives. This attitude alone is a
large barrier to waste reduction.

Too often, the bare suggestion of Federal ac-
tion to directly promote more waste reduction,
is interpreted as advocating waste reduction by
regulation. But OTA  finds that the design, im-
plementation, and enforcement of a prescrip-
tive regulatory approach are not technically fea-
sible because of the multitude of diverse, often
site-specific waste generating processes. As dis-
cussed in chapter 2, there are a number of other
options for Federal action that could be ef-
fective.
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S U M M A R Y  I S S U E  8 :
Does the existence of State programs
remove the need for Federal initia-
tives? Do State programs offer clues
for Federal  init iatives?

OTA Finding:
Current State programs are not substan-
tially increasing waste reduction nation-
wide. States are primarily concerned
with avoiding land disposal and, as a
result, State programs promote preferred
waste management more than waste re-
duction. States have found it practical
to take a nonregulatory approach to pro-
mote waste reduction, Because of low
funding and limited staffing, few at-
tempts have been or will be made to
measure the effectiveness of State pro-
grams. Although States have led the
Federal Government in actively promot-
ing waste reduction, a parallel Federal
effort is needed to raise waste reduction
to a stature comparable to that of pollu-
tion control.

Discussion

A small number of States have shown con-
siderable initiative and leadership in moving
into waste reduction. oz Those in State programs
are enthusiastic but resources are limited (to
no more than I percent of overall environ-
mental protection spending). State programs
often deal primarily with waste management,
not the reduction of waste at its source, even
though the term waste reduction may be used.
States have not given much attention to non-
RCRA wastes and multimedia issues in their
programs, and they tend to concentrate on the
waste problems of small business.
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OTA finds that 10 States have waste reduc-
tion programs in place that: 1) establish an orga-
nization responsible for promoting waste re-
duction, and 2) have moved beyond planning
to implementation of their waste reduction pro-
gram (see table l-s and ch. 6). The North Caro-
lina program (see box l-G) is the most com-
prehensive and the most focused on waste
reduction. It is unique among State programs
because of its multimedia perspective.

Understandably, States pay most attention to
local concerns and, therefore, to actions aimed
at: 1) discouraging or minimizing land disposal
of hazardous waste, a major public issue at the
State level; and 2) encouraging the use of waste
exchanges and offsite waste recycling as posi-
tive alternatives to land disposal, particularly
for smaller companies. Waste reduction is not
always perceived as a viable alternative for
small businesses or as an immediate solution
to a pressing issue.

The land disposal of hazardous wastes is an
example of a pollution control method that has
often failed in the past. States have been spend-
ing considerable resources to resolve this emo-
tional, politically charged issue. One recent
publication for State officials cautioned:

Any state legislator must realize, however,
that whether or not the sites are developed,
the waste will be disposed of—legally or other-
w ise.33

No consideration was given in that report to
the potential contribution waste reduction
might make towards solving this problem. sA
Waste reduction is often viewed as less impor-
tant and urgent than siting and as represent-
ing a diversion of resources. The uncertainty
that waste reduction introduces can cloud the
market’s need for new waste management fa-
cilities, But, waste reduction can be viewed as

33J.  Ward Wright, hfanaging  Hazardoos  Wastes,  The Council
of State Governments, 1986, p. 61.

‘qWaste r(;duction  is not singled out for attention in the Na-
tional Governor’s Association, “Policy Positions 1985 -86.” One
component of waste reduction is briefly acknowledged within
the polic}’  section on siting: “[substitution of nonhazardous chem-
icals,  incineration, and new treatment technologies can all con-
tribute to decreasing the need for disposal capacity” [emphasis
added].

a means of alleviating the need for siting waste
management facilities and for assuring the pub-
lic that only truly necessary facilities will be
sited. There are indications that some siting
programs are now taking a positive view of
waste reduction rather than seeing it as a threat,
Overall, the pressure associated with siting dif-
ficulties has probably played a positive, indirect
role in stimulating interest in waste reduction
by industry and the public.

Most States promote waste reduction by fo-
cusing on information transfer and technical
assistance, Most activity is directed at small
businesses although they may be responsible
for only a fraction of hazardous wastes gener-
ated. Few attempts have been made or systems
developed to document the effects State pro-
grams have had on waste reduction, This lack
of attention to measuring effectiveness is un-
derstandable, given the recent startup of pro-
grams and their limited resources. Moreover,
State programs are but one of a number of fac-
tors affecting waste reduction plans and ac-
tions. In OTA’S survey of industry about 10
percent overall (about 17 percent for small com-
panies and 6 percent for large firms) indicated
that State programs had affected their waste
reduction efforts.

The limited promotion of waste reduction at
the State level reflects constraints on waste re-
duction nationwide. Clearly there is no broad
consensus yet at either the State or Federal level
on the primacy and near-term feasibility of
waste reduction. Waste reduction is not yet per-
ceived as being on a par with or as necessary
as existing regulatory programs. Those admin-
istering pollution control programs often feel
uneasy about the prospect of government shift-
ing priority and resources to waste reduction.
Waste reduction is viewed by some as anti-
business, chiefly because of its perceived po-
tential for thwarting waste management siting
attempts or leading to burdensome regulations.
These problems result from the fact that most
people see waste reduction solely as an alter-
native environmental solution and not as a
broadly applicable means of improving indus-
trial efficiency and encouraging industrial
growth. So far, few people view waste reduc-
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Table l-3.—State Programs With Waste Reduction Activities

State:
Program name and/or

coordinat ing body Program components

California:
Waste Reduction Uni t Research grants
(Alternative Technology & Policy Technical assistance

Development Section of
Department of Health Services)

Connecticut:
Office of Small Business Technical assistance

Services Loans
(Department of Economic

Development)

Georgia:
Hazardous Waste On-Site Technical assistance

Consultation Program
(Georgia Tech Research Institute)

Illinois:
Hazardous Waste Research &

Information Center

Minnesota:
Minnesota Waste Management

Board

New York:
Industrial Materials Recycling

Act Program
(NY State Environmental

Facilities Agency)

North Carolina:
Pollution Prevention Pays

North Carolina Board of Science
and Technology

Governor’s Waste Management
Board

North Carolina Technical
Development Authority

Pennsylvania:
PennTAB
(operated by Penn State

University; funded by
Department of Commerce)

Tennessee:
Safe Growth Cabinet Council
Department of Economic and

Community Development
Center for Industrial Service

(University of Tennessee)
Waste Management, Research &

Education Institute (University
of Tennessee)

Wisconsin:
Bureau of Solid Waste

Research
Technical assistance

M nTAP
Research grants
Governor’s Award

Technical assistance
Industrial financing

Technical assistance
Challenge grants
Researc-h a~d Education

grants
Governor’s Award

Financial assistance

Technical assistance

Governor’s Award
Technical assistance

Hazardous Waste
Extension Service

Engineering research
and development,
policy research

Information outreach
Research grants
Tax exemptions

. . . . . .
waste reauc[lon

Annual as percent
budget a of activities Notes

$1.5 million

$50,000

$220,000 b

$1,3 million

$235,000

$494,000

$590000b

$150,000C

$1,8 millionb

$850,000

—

<25

<10

10-15

10

25

<25

>50

<50

>25

<25

$1 million of funds used for
grants

Lost $10,000 in funding for
1986-87

Primarily compliance
assistance to SQGS

Most of funds for research on
hazardous waste problems

Also has summer engineering
student intern program

—

Multimedia focus

2 of 12 staff handle
environmental assistance

$1.7 million of funds for
University of Tennessee
research program

Only about $150,000 will be
available in fiscal 1986-87

al g85.86 unless otherwise I nd[cated
bEpA Source  of some/all funds
cEstlmate  based on staffing level for environmental assistance

SOURCE Off Ice of Technology Assessment, 1986
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Box I-G.—The North Carolina State Program

North Carolina’s Pollution Prevention Pays Program is unique in that it is a multimedia program
that addresses toxic materials, water and air quality, and solid and hazardous wastes. It focuses largely,
but not exclusively, on waste reduction. The program’s current annual budget totals $590,000 and
contains both State and Federal funds.

The original idea for the program in North Carolina came from local environmentalists and was
proposed as an alternative to land disposal of hazardous wastes. A number of State officials who
recognized the need for a multimedia approach then played” key roles in the development of the pro-
gram and the building of consensus among members of the State legislature, State regulatory officials,
industry, and other environmentalists.

Despite wide support for the program, expansion of its role in the near future is constrained by
overall budget concerns of the State. Any budget increases that are available for environmental issues
will go to the regulatory programs. The program considers an increase in its technical assistance
staff-to allow for more onsite consultations—its most critical need.

So far, the program has documented the number of firms it has assisted and the types of projects
that have ensued. It has developed one of the largest libraries and published the best bibliography
on waste reduction and recycling. It is not known yet, however, whether the program’s activities
have contributed to a reduced need for land disposal facilities or improved the environmental condi-
tion of the State.

Technical Assistance.–In its first year of operation in 1985, technical assistance was conducted
primarily by dealing with telephone calls. Five onsite  visits were managed in the last half of 1985,
and the program hopes to average one a month in 1986. An information clearinghouse has been devel-
oped that includes a library of relevant literature and the capability to conduct data searches through
a variety of databanks. An in-house database is now being developed that will include literature, case
studies, contacts, and program publications. outreach consists of presentations by the program staff
to trade associations, professional organizations, citizen groups, universities, and industry workshops.

Research and Education.–Through Research and Education Grants funded through the North
Carolina Science and Technology Board, the program promotes research projecta  and develops educa-
tional tools. Research grants were first awarded to 13 university projects in 1984; grants were awarded
in 1985 for 11 projects. A third round of 15 awards were made in 1986. Of these 15 projects, 11 deal
with waste reduction.

Financial Assistance.-The program’s ability to provide financial assistance comes primarily
from its Challenge Grants. They are given to small businesses and communities far the development
and implementation of waste reduction and recycling projects that are transferable to other firms
or communities in North Carolina. Funding totals about $100,000 each year and is provided by the
State and an EPA grant. The maximum for a ChaIlenge  Grant award is $5,000, and the amount awarded
must be matched by the awardee. The money cannot be used for operating or capital costs or detailed
engineering design. Sixteen projects were awarded in 1985 and 13 in 1986. Of the recent group, nine
are waste reduction projects.
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tion as contributing to safe and publicly accept-
able industrial development. Many more peo-
ple may do so as the economic and industrial

POLICY

benefits of was
derstood,

OPTIONS

e reduction become better un-

The major obstacles to increased waste reduc-
tion are institutional and behavioral rather
than technical. Economic considerations are
not an intrinsic impediment to waste reduction;
rather, there are hurdles or barriers to overcome
before short- and long-term economic benefits
can be realized by waste generators. For ex-
ample, 3M has concluded:

The initial investment for a pollution pre-
vention project may be higher in some cases
than the cost of installing conventional pollu-
tion removal equipment. However, the annual
operating and maintenance cost of the removal
equipment will almost always make the total
cost of this technology higher than the total
cost of preventing pollution at the source .35

This does not mean that all waste reduction
measures are economically equal. On the con-
trary, as a waste generator increasingly imple-
ments waste reduction and moves away from
simple approaches, capital costs and the un-
certainty about effectiveness may increase.
Some government policies, therefore, will be
more effective for generators who are just be-
ginning to reduce waste, while others are more
important for sustaining long-term waste re-
duction.

Of paramount importance is how people and
organizations perceive the need for waste re-
duction, how they evaluate a full range of meth-
ods for its implementation, how they make a
decision to proceed, and how they are rewarded.
Considering that there has been no major pub-
lic debate on Federal waste reduction policy,
it is not surprising that there is not yet a con-
sensus on what the congressional role might
be in stimulating greater levels of waste re-
duct ion.

There are significant, broadly perceived prob-
lems with the current pollution control regula-
tory program, and remedies to improve envi-
ronmental protection are often directed toward
making the regulatory program more effective.
Developing more comprehensive regulations
or instituting stronger enforcement are the most
commonly voiced suggestions, and both are
sound approaches. But the current regulatory
system can be strengthened and waste reduc-
tion can be pursued. The choice should not be
seen as one between pollution control and
waste reduction. For those who see a hazard-
ous waste crisis as a major environmental is-
sue,sG waste reduction is increasingly accepted
to be the most important part of the solution.
But effective pollution control regulations will
always be necessary.

Almost all of the Federal environmental stat-
utes have offered some opportunities to pursue
a waste reduction strategy (see ch. 5), but these
opportunities have not often been taken. No
environmental protection strategy based on pol-
lution prevention has been developed within
the larger pollution control framework. Pollu-
tion control continues to be the attractive route
because people in industry and the regulatory
agencies believe that end-of-pipe techniques are
easier and more practical to apply than waste
reduction, and when pollution problems were
first identified this was probably the case. Now,
however, prevention is more effective than
control.

There are many opinions voiced about waste
reduction, but one fact is incontrovertible: pub-
lic policy on the issue, which is in its earliest–
and perhaps most critical—stage of develop-

?e~~~~l~l 1{ ( )~) i n ion ~1(]11s  h:) kf~ [;ons  i St f?n t 1 \’ r[:~ea  If?(i  1’(?1’}’  St r’() ng
a n d ~t’ i (iesp rca(i ( (Jn(  crns aho II t haz;i rd ous wastf?.  For cxa m pl~!,
] n NI a } 1 98{i, t h(: 1 1‘i r-r i 5 I’(J11 ,i n [I () u n (:{J{  1 t hat 92 pf;r(:{:rl t c) f t hc

Anl[’r](.d II 1)111)1 i( ( ()]lsi(lcr htl~ar(io(l>  tia~tf; (1 is~)(wll n wri[)[]~

(:on(, f;rll.
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ment, cannot rest for reinforcement on a body
of detailed information. Straightforward big
picture questions about waste reduction can-
not at this time be answered quantitatively or
even semiquantitatively, Answers to questions
such as “How much waste reduction has in-
dustry accomplished on its own?” can now only
be answered with subjective impressions or
with examples that sound significant but may
be atypical, There is more talk about waste re-
duction by those who are not responsible for
implementation than there is by those in indus-
try, and industry people should be the source
of detailed information. However, the lack of
detailed information does not prevent our draw-
ing certain important conclusions on the basis
of logic, common sense, and qualitative infor-
mation.

It is also difficult to evaluate the costs of cer-
tain types of policy actions because of the vir-
tually innumerable technical ways to reduce
waste. For example, direct economic incentives
or financial assistance, if offered, might be used
by nearly all industries for a host of actions de-
spite the fact that these actions vary remarka-
bly in their waste reduction intensity. It is not
obvious what criteria could be used to limit ac-
cess to direct government assistance, and some
limitations would have to be set, as for any Fed-
eral financial support program,

Relatively low cost, unintrusive government
actions based on persuasion, assistance, incen-
tives, and education seem the best route to pur-
sue at this time. Both State and foreign waste
reduction programs appear to have adopted this
middle course between a totally voluntary ap-
proach and a prescriptive regulatory one. Con-
sidering the limited Federal leadership to date,
it can be argued that almost anything the gov-
ernment does to foster waste reduction should
be viewed as potentially effective, Certain kinds
of Federal actions, however, that require large
spending or put industry at risk may have dif-
ficulty receiving broad support at this  time, All
this may change, however, If an informed pub-
lic, greatly concerned about hazardous waste,
becomes convinced that industry is lagging in
reducing waste, then it will call for more pre-
scriptive and costly Federal initiatives.

OTA has not examined all possible policy op-
tions. Three major options have been formu-
lated and are briefly summarized below. (See
ch. 2 for the detailed policy analysis.) Some ac-
tions from each option might be combined as
they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The
choice of the thl ee strategically different op-
tions has been made to clarify for Congress the
range of distinctly different choices that can
be considered. Regardless of what course Con-
gress pursue!,,  waste reduction must be unam-
biguously defined so that industrial efforts are
channeled away from traditional waste man-
agement to true waste reduction.

Policy Option 1: Maintain Current, Limited
Voluntary Program

Under this option, no new Federal waste re-
duction initiative would be taken, with the ex-
ception of making some effort to obtain relia-
ble information on the current extent and pace
of waste reduction. For the most part, this op-
tion is a market driven approach. The premise
is that what the Federal Government is now do-
ing is sufficient to allow the marketplace to oper-
ate efficiently. Primarily, this means letting the
indirect economic incentive of the pollution con-
trol regulatory system function.

This option is not a true no action option be-
cause it requires strong congressional oversight
of existing environmental programs. It is un-
disputed that a well-enforced pollution control
regulatory system acts as an important incen-
tive for some waste reduction efforts when
waste reduction is chiefly a voluntary effort by
industry, Moreover, congressional oversight—if
linked to waste reduction—could catalyze wide-
spread public scrutiny and lobbying that might
make the marketplace move vigorously toward
waste reduction. (The public can play this role,
of course, with either of the other two options
as well. ) Another limited action by Congress
or EPA that would be necessary for this option
is collecting reliable, systematic data on the ex-
tent of waste reduction that is now taking place
nationwide. Consistent with the basic charac-
ter of this option, however, information gather-
ing would be achieved through a study rather
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than through comprehensive collection of data
from all or most waste generators.

The chief advantage of this option is that it
imposes no new major costs on government or
industry. Harmful impacts on troubled indus-
tries are not likely to occur as companies would
decide individually what waste reduction meth-
ods to implement. Its chief weakness is that rely-
ing on the indirect incentive of rising waste
management and regulatory compliance costs
can be ineffective. Companies may not have
the technical and economic resources to re-
spond to the incentive, and if they do respond
it may not be with waste reduction efforts. In
addition, the incentive may not apply to com-
panies where those costs are small relative to
overall production costs. Various congressional
and regulatory actions may reduce or confuse
the perceived incentive by, for example, pro-
moting pollution control rather than waste re-
duction. In general, gauging the likelihood that
the marketplace will respond to indirect incen-
tives is a complex matter. There is substantial
inertia in the existing system. In theory the mar-
ketplace may be responding, but in practice that
response can be slow and uneven. Moreover,
this option would not address the deficiencies
and limits of the existing national waste reduc-
tion effort with regard to multimedia coverage.
For example, non-RCRA and unregulated haz-
ardous wastes may not receive major attention
by waste generators, who are accustomed to
defining hazardous wastes only as the govern-
ment has defined them under RCRA.

This option is attractive to those who want
to maintain the voluntary approach to waste re-
duction and initiate the least possible amount
of government activity until there is more evi-
dence of insufficient waste reduction.

Policy Option 11: Change and Expand
Existing Programs

A number of actions are possible that could
affect, either directly or indirectly, the extent
and pace of waste reduction in industry. The
actions included in this option can build on ex-
isting, familiar government programs and pol-
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icy approaches. Most of what the government
now does relative to hazardous waste falls un-
der the stick rather than carrot approach; the
following possible actions reflect this choice:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6.

7,

8.

modify and strengthen the existing RCRA
waste minimization reporting and plan-
ning requirements,
adopt similar reporting and planning re-
quirements for the other major environ-
mental programs,
use waste reduction impact analysis for
regulatory actions,
initiate a periodic chemical survey of in-
dustry,
mandate amounts of waste reduction in
wastes and processes to be achieved by in-
dustry,
tax all wastes and possibly offer rebates for
those who have reduced wastes substan-
tially or who will do so,
establish a waste reduction R&D program
in EPA, and
change government procurement policies
to fa~ili{ate  waste reduction.

The chief strength of this option is that it
would provide strong government action that
would shift waste reduction from a voluntary
effort to something closer to what now exists
for pollution control. Its chief weakness is that,
based on historical experience, it is likely to
be ineffective in achieving rapid and compre-
hensive waste reduction by using the existing,
predominantly pollution control system. Also,
harmful economic impacts on U.S. industries
might result from overly burdensome or inflex-
ible requirements.

This option is most attractive to those who
want to move faster with government require-
ments for waste reduction than the voluntary
approach permits, but who want to do so with-
out establishing major new programs.

Policy Option 111: A New Highly Visible
Waste Reduction Program

The fundamental criterion for this option is
the primacy of waste reduction (as defined in
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this report) over pollution control. Exercising
this option would be tantamount to establish-
ing a new waste reduction ethic for American
society. Another premise of this option is that
existing environmental statutes and programs
will not do the job as proven by the unsuccess-
ful attempts to include pollution prevention in
pollution control programs. This option empha-
sizes Federal assistance and direct incentives
to spur rather than require more waste reduc-
tion. But certain Federal requirements would
necessarily be placed on generators. The goal
would be to elevate waste reduction to a level
comparable to that of pollution control. While
few new responsibilities would be added to ex-
isting EPA programs, several new programs
would be created to give unambiguous and un-
equivocal Federal support and commitment to
the primacy of waste reduction over waste man-
agement. Possible actions under this option are:

1,

2,

3,

4,

5,

6,

establish a grants program to fund a vari-
ety of activities that support industrial
waste reduction, such as technical assis-
tance and generic R&D (funding would not
be available for specific waste reduction
efforts by individual companies);
enact new waste reduction legislation
based on the multimedia concept, with ex-
panded Federal reporting and planning re-
quirements for industry;
establish reporting requirements on waste
reduction for financial reports to the Secu-
rities and Exchange Commission;
create a new EPA Office of Waste Reduc-
tion with an Assistant Administrator;
allow regulatory concessions, i.e., trading
off certain limited pollution control regu-
latory requirements for waste reduction
achievements; and
create inde~endent  State Waste Reduction
Boards to implement many of the new Fed-
eral initiatives,

The chief strength of this option is that it
would stimulate and assist rapid, multimedia,
comprehensive waste reduction. This option
depends on Federal leadership in the forms of
institutional attention, assistance, and educa-
tional efforts, rather than on regulatory require-
ments. Its major disadvantage is that more in-

stitutional change would be necessary, and this
raises problems about implementation.

This option is most attractive to those who
want to see waste reduction given strong Fed-
eral support and a very high priority—and who
also would like to see Federal policy imple-
mented as much as possible at the State level.

Comparison of Policy Options

There is a need to clarify national policy on
waste reduction, including the matter of its
primacy over waste treatment and disposal, as
part of any congressional debate on various
waste reduction policy options. Attention to the
problems of defining and measuring waste re-
duction is also critically needed, no matter
which course Congress pursues. Federal initia-
tives on waste reduction could, for example, be
ineffective if a definition of waste reduction in-
cludes waste treatment.

If the Federal public policy goal is rapid and
comprehensive hazardous waste reduction,
then the option most likely to attain that goal
without harm to American industry is Policy
Option III. This option strikes a middle course
between a voluntary approach with minimal
Federal involvement (Policy Option I) and a
more traditional, prescriptive, regulatory one
(Policy Option II). Policy Option III explicitly
recognizes the significant effects on waste re-
duction of other public and private efforts (i.e.,
State and local programs and those of insur-
ance and financial companies and environ-
mental groups).

This conclusion hinges, in part, on the ob-
servation that current data inadequacies make
it difficult to justify, design, and enforce a more
prescriptive Federal approach at this time. Cer-
tain actions contained in Policy Option II could
be combined with some or all of the actions
in Policy Option III without changing the basic
character of Policy Option III. These include:
waste reduction impact analysis for regulatory
actions, a periodic chemical survey of indus-
try, a waste reduction R&D program within
EPA, and changing Federal procurement pol-
icies to facilitate waste reduction. Even if Pol-
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icy option I I I were implemented, in whole or
in part, information eventually obtained might
set the stage for later adoption of Policy Op-
tion 11.

It is not yet clear, however, whether the above
goal is the current Federal public policy goal.
Other options may therefore merit serious con-
sideration, either now or in the future. While
the current statement of national policy, as
given earlier, is an important affirmation of the
importance of waste reduction, it does not ex-

plicitly address the issue of comprehensiveness
(i.e., multimedia coverage). Nor does it address
the possibility of Federal activities that could
help generators overcome their site-specific im-
pediments to waste reduction. The statement
asks for expeditious waste reduction, but it does
so from the perspective of the generator within
a voluntary system. Consequently, there is a
critical need for a full policy debate on waste
reduction before specific actions are taken.


